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ABSTRACT OF DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS PROJECT 
BEYOND THE NOTATION: 
DEVELOPING TOOLS TO GUIDE ARTISTIC DECISIONS OF PERFORMERS IN 
THE WIND ENSEMBLE 
Music is a subjective art form that is enhanced by emotional connection and 
understanding of the relationship of line and phrasing to both the performer and the 
audience. Performers and conductors are charged with making artistic decisions about the 
expressive qualities of a phrase within moments of seeing the notation for the first time. 
In the development of wind ensembles, there is often a disconnect between the technique 
and accuracy of a musician’s performance and the emotional connection and 
understanding required to perform a lyrical melody or phrase within a piece of music. As 
musicians progress, often the attention is placed on the development of technical facilities 
required to play increasingly difficult music, causing the artistic qualities to fall second to 
those achieved through concrete evidence; correct notes and rhythms. It is the goal of this 
project to create a collection of common practices for conductors, teachers, and musicians 
to facilitate the development of artistry and lyrical playing in the performance of 
repertoire within the wind ensemble with a specific focus on contemporary music of 
diverse composers. This paper will also include a discussion of the implementation of the 
project with audio samples so the reader may see examples of how these techniques can 
inspire their own performance.  
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In my nearly twenty years as an ensemble conductor and band director, I have 
often found some of the most meaningful musical moments were the culmination of 
performers, conductor and audience experiencing a beautiful artistic work together in a 
live performance. It is a unique moment in time when performers interpret the notation 
on the page and breathe life into a musical phrase or melody creating a human connection 
to the composer’s creativity. In that moment, performers, conductor, composer, and 
audience converge emotionally and connect with art in a meaningful and profound way. 
As I continue to work with college-level musicians and performers, there is still evidence 
of hesitancy associated with making artistic and sensible decisions for creating melodic 
shape and phrase embellishment beyond the notation. It is my hope an identification of 
common approaches to phrase shape and embellishment, as related back to the notation, 
will empower performers to make artistic decisions about how to create beautiful and 
meaningful musical phrases. This methodology is laid out first with information about 
common compositional elements with suggestions to performers to narrow their approach 
to creating meaning phrases. Later, the project showcases examples of implementing 
these suggestions and techniques with a live group of performers in a wind ensemble. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 In their study of the psychological foundations of musical behavior, researchers 
Rudolf Radocy and J. David Boyle found that most lovers of music ascribe to a 
referentialist’s view of the artform—the meaning of the music lies in what it points out in 
the world.1 Concluding that most people interpret music as an expressive form of 
humanity, Radocy and Boyle continue further saying, “music’s meaning involves more 
than the sounds themselves, including extramusical ideas, emotions, stories, and even 
spiritual states.”2 The important work of learning how to effectively achieve expression 
in music cannot be overshadowed by the desire to achieve flawless technique.  
Expression refers to the small-scale variations in timing, loudness, and other 
parameters that performers insert at specific points in a performance. An 
expressive gesture can often be completely contained within a sequence of a few 
notes. Interpretation refers to the way in which many individual expressive acts 
are chosen and combined across an entire piece to produce a coherent and 
aesthetically satisfying experience.3 
 
As described above, expression in music is a process performers use to identify and 
manipulate the printed music according to “sensible patterns of change, appropriate for 
deviations from the norms of tempo and dynamic level.”4 There are different schools of 
thought from composers about how much and when to include explicit expressive 
                                                 
 
1 Rudolf Radocy and J. David Boyle, Psychological Foundations of Musical 
Behavior, 4th Edition (Springfield: Charles C Thomas Publisher, 2003), 336. 
2 Radocy and Boyle, Psychological Foundations of Musical Behavior, 337. 
3 Philip Kitcher, Andreas Lehmann, John Sloboda, and Robert Woody, 
Psychology for Musicians: Understanding and Acquiring the Skills (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2007), 89. 
4 Brenda Brenner and Katherine Stand, “A Case Study of Teaching Expression to 
Young Performers,” Journal of Research in Music Education 61, no. 1 (April 2013): 81. 
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markings directing the performer(s) to create an exact copy of the composer’s musical 
intent. 
Some composers include an abundance of expressive markings in their music as a 
way to guide the performers through their expectations of each phrase, indicating every 
suggested change in dynamics or articulation, while others leave their music more open 
to interpretation by the performers and conductors. In an interview with band composer 
Kevin Day, he talks about how he often gives little expressive direction to performers 
with hope the musicians will make musical decisions that are meaningful to them.5 Day 
indicates he trusts performers will make informed decisions leading to artistic and 
meaningful performances of his music, and the connection forged between performer and 
music becomes more important to him than a verbatim reproduction of how he initially 
believed a particular phrase should sound or sounded in his head.6 This leaves a huge 
responsibility for the performers to make decisions in real time as they first experience 
the music and read the notation from the page.  
The important decisions made by performers and conductors leads to a vital 
component of any musical work—nuance. “Nuance is the subtle, sometimes almost 
imperceptible, manipulation of sound parameters, attack, timing, pitch, loudness, and 
timbre that makes music sound alive and human rather than dead and mechanical.”7 
Grasping a real understanding of nuance in music is very difficult because it cannot be 
                                                 
5 Kevin Day, Zoom interview, March 26, 2021. 
6 Day, interview. 
7 Kitcher, Lehmann, Sloboda, and Woody, Psychology for Musicians, 85. 
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notated in the score.8 It is therefore the responsibility of the performers and conductor to 
be aware of tendencies of certain musical elements to be able to access common, artistic 
treatments and artistically embellish a musical phrase.  
Musicians in the wind ensemble are often equipped with a well-crafted toolbox 
that helps them approach technical music within the ensemble repertoire in a methodical 
and pedagogical way. Whether they learn through technique drills and exercises in their 
high school band hall, or they are given meticulous processes to develop finger dexterity 
by their studio teacher, there is often a balance differential between polishing technique 
and enhancing artistic decision making. Consequently, the skills required to create a 
coherent and expressive phrase are less honed and require more coaching from the 
conductor. Renowned wind conductor and author Richard Floyd writes in his book The 
Artistry of Teaching and Making Music, 
Total mastery of technical, objective rudiments does not guarantee the 
achievement of an expressive musical performance. In fact, sometimes the result 
is to the contrary. The final product is a technical reproduction of the craft of the 
music that is void of expressive, artistic musical content.9 
 
This method works to develop a framework of performance guidelines student 
musicians can apply to lyrical repertoire to inspire a deeper development of artistry and 
phrasing, as well as enhance the performance of lyrical concert band repertoire. Within 
this document, focus will be given to the careful treatment of melody, the enhancement 
provided by the harmonic structure, and the effective use of tempo all to produce a 
nuanced and artistic performance. Following an in-depth look at each of these 
                                                 
8 Diana Raffman, Language, Music, and Mind (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1993), 
119. 
9 Richard Floyd, The Artistry of Teaching and Making Music (Chicago: GIA 
Publications, 2015), 108. 
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contributors to phrase development, there is an implementation process where these 
techniques were used to prepare two works for wind ensemble; A Hymn for Peace by 
Kevin Day and Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre arranged by Michael Markowski.  
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CHAPTER 2. TREATMENT OF MELODY 
2.1 Melody and the Importance of Care 
 The most memorable collection of sounds in any piece of music is undoubtedly 
the melody. Humans are sensitive to motion and pattern in music and memory can easily 
be forged with a melody that consigns to certain parameters.10 Musicians are tasked with 
personifying the notation by infusing artistry in the notation, thus the importance of the 
way one treats a melodic statement or phrase is significant to the overall impression of 
the listener. Appropriate and artistic expression of a melodic line or phrase has the 
potential to have a significant effect on the audience.  
 At its most basic form, melody is an arrangement or sequence of individual notes. 
Many definitions go on to add more detail for example “a sequence of single notes that is 
musically satisfying,”11 or “an arrangement of notes in a song that is memorable.”12 
There seems to be an agreement in all definitions that there is more to a melodic line or 
phrase than a random sequence of individual notes. Composers create a musical sentence 
expressing something unique—a feeling or emotion, a landscape, a person, a color, etc.—
and the musicians are expected to connect to that phrase and produce a meaningful 
performance. It is the overall goal of this methodolgy to provide performers with logical 
choices for creating artistic phrases even when not knowing the composer’s specific 
meaning or intent. It is important then to have some understanding of why composers 
                                                 
10 Patrick Juslin, “Five Facets of Musical Expression: A psychologist’s 
perspective on music performance,” Psychology of Music 31, no. 3 (July 2003): 276. 
11 “Melody, Definition of Melody,” Lexico Powered by Oxford, accessed March 
20, 2021, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/melody. 
12 “What is Melody in Music? A Complete Guide,” Hello Music Theory, last 
modified August 2, 2020, https://hellomusictheory.com/learn/melody/. 
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make the choices they do and how those choices inform the emotional and expressive 
intent of a musical phrase. Pyotr Tchaikovsky, a composer often associated with intense 
expressive intent in his music, was quoted:  
Those who imagine that a creative artist can express his feelings at the moment 
when he is moved, make the greatest mistake. Emotions, sad or joyful, can be 
expressed only retrospectively. A work composed in the happiest surroundings 
may be touched with dark and gloomy colors.13 
  
The composer seems to suggest it is the unique ability of an artist to access their 
emotional sensibilities and transfer their experiences into their work. Music creates an 
interesting transfer of these emotional experiences because the composer relies on other 
artists/partners to interpret and present their work in a way that an audience can 
understand it and enjoy it.  
 The emotional connection to musical elements has been studied for hundreds of 
years and has provoked curiosity from musicians and scientists alike. In 1939, 
psychologist Melvin Rigg composed five four-bar phrases used to evoke two different 
categories of emotion, either happy or sad.14 Through manipulation of tempo, modes, 
articulation, loudness, and rhythm, Rigg was able to conclude correlative effects of these 
manipulations on the emotional responses of various listeners.15 Subsequently Rigg’s 
study sparked many others to look at specific correlations of musical elements to 
performance choices and how the emotional intent can inform those choices and the 
                                                 
13 Josiah Fisk, ed. Composers on Music: Eight Centuries of Writings (Boston: 
Northeastern University Press, 1997), 157. 
14 Alf Gabrielsson and Erik Lindström, “The role of structure in the musical 
expression of emotions,” in Handbook of Music and Emotion, eds. Patrick Juslin and 
John Sloboda (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 379. 
15 Melvin Rigg, “What features of a musical phrase have emotional 
suggestiveness?” Bulletin of the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 36, no. 
13 (1939): 31. 
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experience of the listener. In terms of melody, this author will be focusing on the 
relationship of tempo and dynamics as they to melodic shape (contour), unexpected or 
altered tones, and the relationship of melody to countermelody.  
 
2.2  Rhythm and Dynamics 
 “White notes sustain the music while black notes connect the music.”16 Conductor 
and author Richard Floyd calls the previous statements one of his essential musical 
commandments associated with the arrangement of rhythmic values in a melodic line. 
When a variety of rhythms occur in a melodic phrase of a lyrical work, dynamics should 
generally increase toward the smallest duration of tones (the black notes as referred by 
Floyd) and subsequently decrease away from them. In her study of melody and its 
psychological impacts on the listener, author Caroline Palmer shares how rhythm informs 
certain perceptions of stability and distinctiveness to the melody or phrase guiding the 
performer to incorporate variations of dynamics to create emphasis.17 When focused on 
the rhythmic values of a melodic line, it is important to look at the line holistically and 
see if there is an overall trend to the rhythm of the entire phrase. Rhythm tends to inform 
phrasing more when there is a definite progression of the duration of notes throughout the 
line instead of a stagnant rhythm or repeated rhythmic pattern. Figure 2.1 shows an 
excerpt from the English horn part in Riften Wed by Julie Giroux. Rhythmically the 
longest duration in the phrase is a whole note, and the shortest duration is a 32nd note. 
                                                 
16 Floyd, The Artistry of Teaching and Making Music, 108. 
17 Caroline Palmer, “Listening, Imagining, Performing: Melody as A Life Cycle 
of Musical Thought.” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal 33, no. 1 
(September 2015): 6, https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/mp.2015.33.1.3. 
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Because the rhythmic values in this line contain variation instead of repeated patterns, 
this would be an example of when rhythm could successfully inform shaping to create a 
nuanced phrase.  
 
Figure 2.1 Riften Wed by Julie Giroux, English horn, mm. 17-2018 
 
As it appears in the score, mm. 17–20 of the English horn part require only a slight 
crescendo during the first whole note, and a slight decrescendo at the final moment of the 
phrase. By allowing the rhythmic value to determine the peak of this phrase, the 
performer will be able to create more distinct shape to the line. Figure 2.2 shows the same 
excerpt from Riften Wed but this time dynamic direction has been added showing how the 
performer would shape this line to make the arrival of the sixteenth notes the loudest 
moment. Above the melody, the more subtle changes to dynamics are indicated as the 
performer would think from one note to the next. These changes are represented by 
arrows pointing toward the following note when loudness should grow and pointing away 
from the following notes when the performer should get softer moving toward the next 
note. Below the melody shows what the overlying shape of the phrase as a whole would 
be if this method were utilized. The result will be a more purposeful phrase from the 
soloist that will inform the shape of the melody to come as it continues through the work.  
                                                 





Figure 2.2 Riften Wed by Julie Giroux, English horn, mm. 17–20 with added 
dynamic shaping19 
 
 In addition to the above mentioned, other elements of rhythm that should inform 
the dynamic shaping of a melodic line are any unique changes to the structure of the 
rhythm such as syncopation, borrowed rhythms, and metric shifts. Embellishments to 
notes—grace notes, turns, glissandos, etc.—should also be considered as unique changes 
to the structure of the rhythm. When approaching any of these unique rhythmic moments 
in a phrase, the performer(s) should also increase their volume toward the change and 
decrease the volume as they move away from it, thus adding more opportunity for 
direction in the music. As shown in figure 2.3, composer Cait Nishimura uses a 
syncopated rhythm in her melody for In Dreams that draws the emphasis to the “and” of 
beat 2 in mm. 21 and 25, and the “and” of beats 2 and 3 in m. 23. The excerpt below is 
shown exactly as printed in the score with very little expressive recommendations from 
the composer.  
 
                                                 





Figure 2.3 In Dreams by Cait Nishimura, Oboe, mm. 21–29 as written in the 
score20 
 
In order to effectively highlight the syncopation and make this unique variation in rhythm 
standout, the performer(s) must imagine how the loudness of their sound moves form one 
note to the next steadily and consistently to peak at the moment of the syncopation. 
Because this line has several occurrences of syncopation, it will be important to decide 
which moment is the most important or the peak of the musical phrase. Figure 2.4 shows 
suggested changes in the dynamics to give this line more nuance and motion beyond the 
suggestions of the composer bringing specific emphasis to the syncopated rhythm. Above 
the score, arrows indicate the subtle changes in loudness as the performer moves toward 
the syncopated rhythms. Below the score shows a larger concept of the overall changes in 
dynamics. When performed this way, the brass countermelody is more easily identifiable 
and creates a complimentary system between the melody and countermelody. Unlike the 
previous example, this moment in the music has all oboes and flutes playing in unison 
                                                 
20 Cait Nishimura, In Dreams (Toronto: Cait Nishimura Music, 2018). 
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with each other making this type of guidance toward appropriate and artistic phrasing 
easily accessed by all the performers at the same time.  
 
 
Figure 2.4 In Dreams by Cait Nishimura, Oboe, mm. 21–29 with added 
embellishment21 
 
 A final consideration concerning rhythm within the phrase would be to look at the 
location of the longest note values. Typically, the longest note values will be at the 
beginning, middle, and/or the end of the phrase often with some other movement 
happening from a supportive line scored elsewhere in the ensemble. Generally, the 
longest note values should increase in dynamics if they are at the beginning of the phrase 
and considered to be moving toward the remainder of the melody. When there are long 
notes happening midway through the phrase, the shape of the note will be dependent 
upon the context of the long note within the phrase. If the phrase has reached harmonic of 
rest before it continues to the conclusion, it would be appropriate for the performer to 
taper their volume through the duration of the long note. On the other hand, if the phrase 
                                                 
21 Cait Nishimura, In Dreams. 
12 
 
is connecting from the middle point to the remainder of the phrase, it may be important to 
increase the dynamics toward the completion of the phrase. And finally, when the long 
note values appear at the end of the phrase, they typically will decrease in volume to a 
point of rest. There are some exceptions to this based on the harmonic function of the 
cadence which will be discussed in detail in chapter three of this paper. Figure 2.5 shows 
a long phrase from Giroux’s Riften Wed in which the trumpets perform a beautiful 
melodic line anchored by half notes at the beginning, middle, and end of the phrase. The 
composer has indicated the shape of the opening half note—which matches this 
technique—and the suggested shaping for the remaining long notes has been added above 
the original music.  
 
Figure 2.5 Riften Wed by Julie Giroux, trumpet 1, mm. 24–32 with added 
dynamic shaping to long notes22 
 
                                                 
22 Julie Giroux, Riften Wed. 
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2.3  Melodic Contour 
 According to their findings in their 1995 study, musician Gina Gerardi and 
psychologist Louann Gerken were able to conclude between ages eight and adulthood, 
people develop consistent emotional responses to specific contours of melodic lines.23 
They believe this response develops with emotional learning and through their own 
connection to various types of music. Some generalities they present at the conclusion of 
their study include different perceptions of ascending versus descending melody lines. 
Ascending melody lines tend to associate feelings of dignity, serenity, tension and 
happiness, whereas descending melody lines connect with feelings of sadness and 
gracefulness.24 With all of these intuitive responses, melodic contour can often serve as 
another basic framework for creating dynamic intrigue. Author and conductor Dr. Shelley 
Jagow includes phrasing by melodic contour as the one and only suggestion for 
interpreting a melody in her text Teaching Instrumental Music. Jagow references various 
patterns that tend to occur most frequently in lyrical music and describes the most 
common melodic shapes performers are likely to encounter.25 
 Performers can look at a specific melodic line that is actively moving in one 
direction and can rely on this to help create dynamic contrast. If the melodic line is 
trending upwards consistently, an increase in loudness will provide interesting shape and 
support the melody. Jagow referred to this pattern as the rising line in her text noting a 
                                                 
23 Gina Gerardi and Louann Gerken, “The Development of Affective Responses 
to Modality and Melodic Contour,” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal 12, 
no. 3 (Spring 1995): 279. 
24 Gerardi and Gerken, “The Development of Affective Responses to Modality 
and Melodic Contour,” 288. 
25 Shelley Jagow, Teaching Instrumental Music: Developing the Complete Band 
Program, 2nd ed. (Chicago: Meredith Music Publications, 2020), 126. 
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steady increase in dynamics to a point of climax at both the height of and the end of the 
phrase.26 In contrast, if the melodic line is trending down, decreasing the volume tends to 
be more congruent with the qualities associated with the downward motion—the falling 
line according to Jagow.27 This is especially effective when the rhythmic patterns are 
simple or repetitive as shown in figure 2.6. If the rhythm is more complex or contains 
variable durations of tones, it may be more effective for the performer to use the rhythm 
as a basis of the dynamic shaping. Figure 2.6 is once again the trumpet melody from mm. 
24–32 of Julie Giroux’s Riften Wed. The variation from figure 2.5 is that here, the 
shaping based on the contour of the line has been added above the score along with the 
shaping of the long notes as discussed previously.  
 
Figure 2.6 Riften Wed by Julie Giroux, trumpet 1, mm. 24–32 with added 
dynamic shaping to long notes and contoured dynamics28 
 
                                                 
26 Jagow, The Teaching of Instrumental Music, 126. 
27 Jagow, 126. 
28 Julie Giroux, Riften Wed. 
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Jagow refers to a total of nine various shapes or musical contour patterns in her text. 
Along with the two already mentioned the remaining shapes are the wave, the wave with 
climax, the rising wave, the falling wave, the arch, the bowl, and the horizontal line.29 
Interestingly, most of the these shapes can be summed up in the original two; the rising 
line and the falling line, with the remaining being subsequent variations. It is the 
impression of this author that focusing on general trends of the melodic contour will lead 
to more nuanced phrasing as opposed to a verbatim shape following every momentary 
direction change.  
 
2.4  Unexpected/Altered Tones 
 Often, melodic lines in lyrical works are predictable. To create drama or express a 
change of emotion, a composer can alter a note in the melody by raising or lowering the 
pitch creating a stark contrast to what the listener is expecting. It is then the responsibility 
of the performer(s) to create dynamic shape highlighting this unexpected change and 
creating more drama and intensity at the moment of the new sound. In her book Cognitive 
Foundations of Musical Pitch, psychologist and professor Dr. Carol Krumhansl 
recognizes the sensitivity of melodic regularities within the established mode and style 
defined by the composer.30 In short, Krumhansl found in her research subjects a specific 
response to notes that fit within the established key versus notes that did not. Based on a 
rating system, her subjects would listen to an excerpt of a piece, and when hearing back 
isolated pitches, would place value on their importance and expectancy within the 
                                                 
29 Jagow, 126. 
30 Carol Krumhansl, Cognitive Functions of Musical Pitch, 2nd ed. (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2001), 126. 
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phrase.31 Likewise unexpected tones would elicit a completely different response from 
her subjects—sometimes positive and sometimes negative.32 
 To highlight the change in expectation for the listener and to add more dramatic 
interest and artistic shaping, it is up to the performer(s) to create dynamic contrast that 
carefully reveals the altered tone or accidental. Figure 2.7, from Wayne Milburn’s 
Meditation, shows an 8-bar phrase beginning in the trumpet mm. 5–8 and continuing into 
the flutes and oboes mm. 9–12. The trumpet begins the phrase in G-minor as established 
by the opening 4-bars of the piece and alludes to a half-cadence in m. 8 on the concert D 
signaling the melody will continue. Seemingly, the oboes and flutes continue the phrase 
in the same mode, however just before the end, the added D-flat adds unexpected 
dissonance to the melodic line. Although the oboes and flutes are nearing the end of the 
phrase and could potentially be decreasing the volume, it would be important for them to 
crescendo through the beginning of m. 11 and make the D-flat the loudest point of mm. 
9–12 to support its unexpected use. The composer has no suggestions for the performers 
to indicate how to shape this 8-bar phrase dynamically, so figure 2.7 shows all of the 
suggested dynamic changes based on the techniques discussed so far. The largest change 
in volume has been reserved for the unexpected D-flat in m. 11 allowing the performers 
to build tension toward this note and creating a sense of importance for the listener.  
                                                 
31 Krumhansl, Cognitive Functions of Musical Pitch, 133. 




Figure 2.7 Meditation by Dwayne Milburn, tpt. 1 mm. 5–8, flute/oboe mm. 9–
1233 
 
In this particular example, the accidental happens just before the melodic statement ends. 
After arriving at the unexpected D-flat, as shown by the suggested dynamics, the 
performers would taper their dynamic as they approach the long tone—concert A—to 
signal the end of the phrase or arrival of melodic rest. If the unexpected tone was to fall 
elsewhere in the phrase, it may require the performers to continue increasing their 
dynamics as they move past the unexpected tone. In this scenario, the attention and initial 
increase toward the altered note would still provide emphasis for the listener.  
 
2.5 Treatment of Countermelody 
 Much of the information about melody discussed thus far is applicable to a 
countermelody present within a phrase. Performers can analyze the countermelody based 
                                                 




on its rhythmic content, contour, and look for any unexpected pitches to apply any of the 
aforementioned techniques to develop shape and nuance. Most importantly, the 
performers must have a strong understanding of the hierarchy of the phrase to know if 
they are performing a countermelody instead of the main melody. It is common for 
composers to first present the original melody alone in the piece to establish the basis for 
the composition or specific section. Countermelodies are often layered with the main 
melody after its initial presentation to create more contrast when the melody is repeated. 
Because of this layering effect, it’s important for performers to adjust the shape and 
interpretation of the countermelody so there is no issue of balance between it and the 
main melody. The countermelody should only stand in front of the main melody when it 
has a unique quality such as a moving rhythm or altered tone while the main melody is at 
a point of rhythmic rest. Figure 2.8 is an excerpt from movement 2, “The Strange Case of 
Doctor Curie and Madam Hyde,” in Erika Svanoe’s Steampunk Suite. Trumpet 1 has the 
main melody in this excerpt while horns 1-2 have a countermelody. Shaping has been 
added above the trumpet staff to show how the melody could be artistically performed. 
Above the horn 1-2 part, there is shaping indicated that would effectively support the 
dynamic contrast added to the main melody while allowing the countermelody to bring 
out interesting moments such as the accidentals and moving eighth notes when the main 
melody is sustaining on longer notes. It is important to make sure the intent of the main 





Figure 2.8 Steampunk Suite mvt. 2 by Erika Svanoe, mm. 25–3234 
 
 The next example—Figure 2.9—is from Steve Danyew’s Into the Silent Land. 
Written in 2018, this piece is a powerfully emotional and artistic work in which the 
composer is sharing his grief about the deaths of teachers and students at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School. The source material alone invokes immense emotional connection 
and reaction, so it is up to the performers to convey those deep and powerful feelings to 
the audience. In the excerpt below, the suggested embellishment for the performers 
(written above the excerpt) creates a beautiful interplay between the main melody (oboe) 
and the countermelody (flute). As the oboe begins to taper their sound in mm. 30, 32, and 
34, the flute pushes through the texture to bring out the dotted-eighth, sixteenth rhythm. 
                                                 
34 Erika Svanoe, Steampunk Suite (Minneapolis: Swan Maiden Press, 2017). 
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At m. 37, the two converge into one unison line, and together they crescendo to the apex 
of the entire phrase. Furthermore, there are examples of contour shaping and rhythmic 
inspired shaping throughout this excerpt as well. In m. 30, the flute generates a crescendo 
into the eighth notes, bringing out the most compact rhythmic value of the phrase.  
 
 
Figure 2.9 Into the Silent Land by Steve Danyew, mm. 28–3935 
 
2.6 Melodic Conclusions 
 Creating an expressive, artistic performance of a melody is often an 
overwhelming task, especially for young performers. In an interview with professional 
performer and assistant professor of horn Dr. Ashley Cumming, she talked about placing 
her students in the role of “storyteller” as a means to increase their artistic contribution to 
the printed music.36 When approaching a melody, she asks the student to think in a 
                                                 
35 Steve Danyew, Into the Silent Land (Rochester: Steve Danyew, 2018). 
36 Dr. Ashley Cumming, Zoom interview, March 16, 2021. 
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narrative sense about the action of the music to help them choose the phrasing of the line. 
While she has experienced success in her studio teaching with this concept, it would be 
difficult for a section of performers in an ensemble to all create the same narrative that 
would be equally meaningful to each of them to guide their decision making. Perhaps her 
intent is similar to Richard Floyd who reflects on his experience of success when asking 
performers to “tell me a story.”37 In his experiences, Floyd struggled to get younger 
performers to read music horizontally as a grouping of sounds and expression. Instead, 
they seemed to read one note and one rhythm at a time.38 With a listing of potential 
choices as outlined in this methodology, the performers of the ensemble are now 
presented with possible approaches to creating artistic phrasing that are common from 
musician to musician. By studying each choice and better understanding the 
commonalities in their usage, performers could significantly improve confidence in their 
own abilities to make artistic choices that will work well within the ensemble. 
                                                 
37 Floyd, The Artistry of Teaching and Making Music, 120 
38 Floyd, 120-122. 
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CHAPTER 3: TREATMENT OF HARMONY 
3.1 The Role of Harmony 
 While the intent of this method is to support performers making artistic choices 
toward appropriate and purposeful phrasing, it is also important to look at harmonic 
function as it supports the melodic line. Unless there is an unaccompanied solo, a large 
percentage of the ensemble will usually be serving a harmonic or supportive function to 
the melodic line at any given time in the composition. Performers serving as harmonic 
support or harmonic rhythm should first be able to identify their function within the 
ensemble and know what musical occurrences to bring out and what should be held back. 
Thus, they too are responsible for creating shape that not only supports the melodic and 
countermelodic lines, but also creates added interest by bringing out nuances such as 
dissonance in an otherwise consonant moment or syncopation found in a statement of 
harmonic rhythm.  
 
3.2  Dissonance v. Consonance 
 Most contemporary tonal music for wind ensemble will favor consonant 
harmonies using dissonant moments to build tension and create resolve. It is important 
for performers to be sensitive to the occurrences of dissonance especially if the majority 
of the work is based on consonant harmonies. Therefore, the artistic shaping of the 
melody and harmony must converge at the arrival of dissonance so the melodic intent is 
fully aligned with the harmonic tension. As previously discussed in chapter two, often 
melodic shaping can be used to enhance the appearance of altered tones or accidentals 
within the main melody. Those altered tones can signal an occurrence of harmonic 
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dissonance as well as indicating direction for performers that are providing harmonic 
accompaniment. Note, the appearance of altered tones and accidentals does not always 
signal the arrival of a dissonant chord/harmony; however, even the use of an unexpected 
consonant harmony can build a similar moment of tension. When the audience 
expectation of the music is interrupted by an unexpected or dissonant harmony, tension is 
created and usually followed by a resolution to the key or tonal center of the excerpt.39 In 
H. Robert Reynolds transcription for winds of O Magnum Mysterium by Morten 
Lauridsen, there are two specific instances where the melody is disrupted by harmonic 
dissonance, therefore the phrasing of the melody should be designed to highlight those 
moments. The first instance of unexpected dissonance happens on beat 1 in m. 39 (figure 
3.1). Previously, the beginning of each new phrase started with a basic chord progression 
of I6 – V7 – IV6 spread across 3 measures. At m. 38, Lauridsen increases the frequency of 
the chord changes starting again with I6 then moving quickly in the same measure to IV6 
and on to the iii on the downbeat of m. 39. Even though the iii chord is already 
unexpected, Lauridsen writes the alto voice on a non-chord passing tone which Reynolds 
scores in the 2nd clarinet and 1st alto saxophone to create even more unexpected 
dissonance at this moment in the music. Figure 3.1 shows the excerpt in the Reynolds 
transcription with added dynamic shaping above (to be observed by all) to create an 
increase in loudness toward the dissonant moment and a decrease as the performers move 
away from it. This same chord progression and unexpected dissonance is repeated again 
on the downbeat of m. 43.  
                                                 
39 Moritz Lehne and Stefan Keolsch, “Toward a general psychological model of 





 Figure 3.1 O Magnum Mysterium by Morten Lauridsen, trans. H. Robert 
Reynolds, mm. 35–4140 
 
Chapter five of this paper discusses the implementation of many of these 
techniques preparing for performance with an ensemble. One of the pieces used in that 
performance, Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, contains many examples of unexpected 
dissonant moments leading to pleasing consonance. The dissonant moments in that work 
provided the performers many opportunities to allow the harmony to inform their artistic 
decisions for phrasing.  
 
                                                 
40 Morten Lauridsen, trans. H. Robert Reynolds, O Magnum Mysterium (New 
York: Peer Music Classical, 2003). 
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3.3  Harmonic Rhythm 
 Another way harmonic accompaniment can help create interesting phrases is by 
shaping statements of harmonic rhythm. In the author’s interview with composer Kevin 
Day, he discusses his use of woodwinds to mimic a harp or piano creating arpeggiated 
accompaniments of fast-moving rhythms juxtaposed over simple, rhythmically stagnant 
melodies to add motion to a lyrical piece and create more deliberate rhythmic intensity.41 
A trained pianist, Day has experienced the use of harmonic rhythm in much of the 
repertoire of the instrument. Later, in chapter five, the author uses one of Day’s 
compositions to implement many of these phrasing methods with a wind ensemble. The 
use of harmonic rhythm is common across pieces for wind ensemble and is utilized by 
many contemporary composers. Figure 3.2 shows another excerpt from Cait Nishimura’s 
In Dreams where the 1st and 2nd clarinets are performing harmonic rhythm outlining the 
open 5th of the tonic triad in D-flat Major. Meanwhile, the saxophones are performing 
the melodic line similar to the syncopated melody discussed in figures 2.3 and 2.4. To 
enhance the melody, the harmonic rhythm should add dynamic shaping to support the 
intent of the main line in the saxophones. By this point in the composition, the performers 
should have gained familiarity with the melody and know what to listen for when making 
artistic decisions. The composer does not include expression markings leaving the 
interpretation up to the performers. Suggested embellishments to the dynamic shaping of 
this excerpt have been indicated above the clarinet parts and above the saxophone parts.  
                                                 




 Figure 3.2 In Dreams by Cait Nishimura, mm. 29–32 with suggested dynamic 
shaping42 
 
 Another celebrated wind composer who consistently utilizes harmonic rhythm in 
his music is David Maslanka. One of his most haunting lyrical works, Requiem for wind 
ensemble, has a main melody of very simple pitch changes connected by extended long 
notes—often 6 counts or longer with a tempo marking around 60 beats per minute. The 
instrumentalists performing the melody must think far ahead to create artistic direction of 
the long notes in order to give each one a sense of purpose and connectivity to the next 
moving notes in the phrase. To create a sense of pulse and rhythmic drive underneath the 
                                                 
42 Nishimura, In Dreams. 
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melody, Maslanka writes a series of triplet arpeggios in the piano and marimba that move 
the piece continually forward. In the program notes for the piece as printed in the score, 
Maslanka writes, 
I do believe that we are in a major transitional time, and that this transition 
happens first in each of us. My Requiem is both for the unnamed dead of all wars, 
and for each person making their own inner step, saying goodbye in order to say 
hello.43  
 
In performance, the harmonic rhythm represents the steps being taken to move forward. 
Because of the importance of this moving line, it is imperative that these performers also 
make artistic choices when accompanying the main melody of the work. Figure 3.3 is an 
excerpt from Requiem showing the main melody in the 1st horn part mm. 7–12 and the 
harmonic rhythm performed in the piano and marimba that is present throughout the 
piece. The expressive marks written by the composer are printed directly under each 
staff, and above are suggested embellishments to the dynamic shaping of each to create 
some contrast and direction through the extended long notes.  
 
                                                 





 Figure 3.3 Requiem by David Maslanka, mm. 7–12 with added shaping44 
 
3.4 Harmonic Conclusions 
 Though the melody is always important, sometimes in the genesis of a 
composition, the harmonic structure and the chord progression come first.45 As Kevin 
Day described the compositional process behind his A Hymn for Peace and its 
predecessor for solo piano titled Breathe, he decided to write a chord progression that 
lacks resolve at the end of the phrase as a way to mimic the action of breathing in and out 
continuously and instinctively.46 It is the harmonic progression of the work that lends to 
the development of a melodic pattern that is repeated with new layers of countermelodies 
and harmonic rhythm on each cycle. The importance of the harmonic accompaniment 
cannot go without the performers’ and conductor’s attention and should be treated with 
the same level of care. At its most basic, the harmonic accompaniment should be shaped 
to match the main melodic line, and when present, it should bring nuance to unique 
                                                 
44 Maslanka, Requiem. 
45 Day, interview. 
46 Day, interview. 
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rhythms. Special attention should also be given to moments of tension created by an 




CHAPTER 4: SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR TEMPO 
So far in this methodology, time has been spent focused on the use of dynamics 
and careful changes in overall loudness of the melodic and harmonic elements of a 
musical phrase. The changes in dynamics are used to bring emphasis and nuance to the 
phrase while highlighting both its apex and any special rhythmic or harmonic moments 
contained within. A second way to create nuance in a musical phrase is through the 
manipulation of tempo. All of the musical examples provided thus far in previous 
chapters require, at various times, the use of rubato or the departure from a strict tempo. 
Sometimes, these metronomic changes are indicated by the composer, and sometimes, it 
is left up to the performer(s) and conductor to infer artistic use of tempo changes in order 
to create a more interesting musical phrase. Much like the use of dynamics to create 
nuance, tempo fluctuations can also bring attention to a certain instance in the phrase, 
help lead a listener toward or away from something unique within the phrase, signal the 
coming of something new and different, or create an opportunity for tension and release 
not fully reliant on the harmonic structure.47  
 Knowing when to stretch tempo to create stress or weight on certain notes and 
when to accelerate the tempo can often be determined by looking at several elements of 
the phrase for inspiration. If the phrase is coming to an end with an authentic or perhaps 
plagal cadence and the loudness of the music is steadily decreasing, it is appropriate to 
allow the tempo to slow into the release of the final note of the phrase, or until the 
                                                 
47 Daniel McEvilly, “Chills and Tempo,” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary 
Journal 16, no. 4 (Summer, 1999): 458. 
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continuation of the very next phrase.48 Figure 4.1 shows an excerpt from Afterlife by 
Rossano Galante. As the texture thins from the full woodwind choir down to the solo 
oboe and 1st bassoon, the tempo should follow by steadily slowing beginning in m. 11 
and continuing to the release of the long note in m. 12. This allows the oboe to add 
nuance by stretching the moving eighth notes and signaling the end of the opening phrase 
of the piece. The following measure (m. 13) also supports the tempo slowing by 
introducing the full brass section. Effectively, the slowing of the tempo signals to the 
audience that something is about to change. In figure 4.1, the suggested tempo change is 
denoted with a red line above the score. The metronome markings are for reference only 
to demonstrate the potential change in tempo across the two measures.  
                                                 




Figure 4.1 Afterlife by Rossano Galante, mm. 9–13 with tempo suggestions49 
 
Another argument for stretching the tempo in m. 11–12 is supported by the harmonic 
function of the long note in m. 12 as it relates to the downbeat of m. 13. The E-flat in the 
bassoon voice and the F in the 1st oboe part are serving as a V42 (dominant 7th chord) 
while the B-flat in the 2nd oboe is serving a dual function—as a suspension of the 
previous chord and an anticipation of the downbeat of m. 13. Though not fully realized, 
the overall harmonic function is creating an authentic cadence because B-flat Major has 
                                                 
49 Rossano Galante, Afterlife, (Van Nuys: Alfred Music, 2015). 
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been established as the tonic key. Stretching the tempo through the V42 helps create 
anticipation for the resolution to the tonic chord on the downbeat of m. 13.  
 Another element that can inform decisions of tempo fluctuations is the rhythmic 
organization of a phrase, especially involving repeated patterns associated with harmonic 
rhythm. As the rhythmic accompaniment becomes more dense, it would be acceptable to 
slightly increase the tempo as the phrase approaches its apex, then subsequently slow the 
tempo as it approaches the end. The heightened tempo matches the rhythmic energy 
being created by the movement in the accompaniment. In another excerpt from Afterlife 
(mm. 73–78), Galante writes a simple melody line in the trumpet and oboe while adding 
a syncopated accompaniment in the saxophones. Concurrently, the clarinets are 
performing arpeggiated eighth note patterns to provide even more density. Although 
approaching the end of the piece, the rhythmic density suggests forward motion. The 
apex of the phrase happens on the downbeat of m. 75, therefore as the loudness of the 
phrase increases toward the apex, so could the tempo, highlighting the forward motion of 
the entire phrase. Then, as the performers move away from the apex and toward the 
authentic cadence in mm. 77–78, the tempo can begin to slacken through the end of the 
piece (m. 84). Figure 4.2 includes suggested metronomic embellishments to add nuance 




Figure 4.2 Afterlife by Rossano Galante, mm. 73–78 with tempo suggestions50 
                                                 




In some instances, similar to dynamics, it may be appropriate for the tempo to 
adjust slightly with the contour of the melodic line. A melodic line that takes on a distinct 
shape, an arch for example, might create a more amplified effect if as the dynamic level 
increases, so does the tempo, and after a peak at the top of the arch, both dynamics and 
tempo begin to slowly taper toward the end of the phrase. Some melodic lines can have a 
contour that is distinct but less definable as a single shape. Since the early 1980s, 
Composer Frank Ticheli has contributed over forty works to the wind ensemble 
repertoire. One of his lyrical contributions to the repertoire is Sanctuary written in 2006 
to honor renowned band director and conductor H. Robert Reynolds. It is immediately 
understandable the affinity Ticheli has for Reynolds when listening to the exquisite 
melodic writing in Sanctuary. The burden to express the deep emotional bond is reliant 
upon the connection between the performers and the conductor to make artistic choices 
that connect emotionally to the audience as well. One of the most beautiful moments 
occurs when the horn solo introduces the main melody of the piece for the first time at m. 
26. The melody climbs quickly only to fall back to the starting note a couple of times 
until reaching a soaring apex at m. 31. After the apex of the phrase, the contour and the 
dynamics begin to recede until the end of the phrase at m. 34. This excerpt is a great 
example when tempo can enhance the artistic performance and create more nuance than 
is printed on the page. Figure 4.3 shows the brass choir from mm. 26–33 where the 1st 
horn becomes the focus of the piece presenting the main melody for the first time. Above 
the score are suggested metronomic embellishments that adhere with the contour of the 
melody. 
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Figure 4.3 Sanctuary by Frank Ticheli, mm. 25–33, with tempo embellishments51 




Tempo rubato is something that is very personal to each performer in the 
ensemble as well the conductor. Choosing specific notes or chords to stretch in order to 
create physical tension in the movement of sound should be informed somewhat by 
instinct and practice, and this choice can also be approached by looking at the rhythmic 
and melodic qualities within a phrase. Afterall, if the performers in the ensemble and the 
conductor have a similar understanding of possible and sensible artistic choices, they will 




CHAPTER 5. IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Establishing Repertoire 
As a means of experimenting with the processes and methodology laid out in the 
previous chapters of this paper, the author had the opportunity to prepare two selections 
for winds, A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day and Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, 
arranged by Michael Markowski, with the Murray State University Wind Ensemble, a 
group consisting of undergraduate majority music majors. Both of these works are 
contemporary pieces written by active composers in the genre and afford the performers 
multiple opportunities to utilize the tools outlined in this methodology. The work by 
Kevin Day has a simplistic melodic statement which is supported by multiple 
countermelodies and layers of harmonic rhythm that become progressively denser and 
intriguing as the work develops. Markowski’s arrangement of Goodnight Moon begins 
immediately with a nontraditional melodic structure that is often fragmented throughout 
sections and performers of the wind ensemble. Goodnight Moon also contains more 
complex rhythmic and harmonic structure affording a more diverse variety of 
performance liberties than in A Hymn for Peace. Techniques discussed in chapters two 
and three of this document apply directly to the work by Day allowing the performers to 
focus on the layering of melody, countermelody, and harmonic rhythm while the 
Whitacre composition takes advantage of the techniques that highlight dissonance, 
accidentals, and more complex tempo and rhythmic variation.  
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5.2 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day 
 The depth of emotion required to perform Kevin Day’s A Hymn for Peace 
demands a comprehensive understanding of the development of a musical phrase with 
minimal expressive markings in the score. Instead, a performer must refer to the program 
notes written by the composer in order to understand the level of artistry and skill needed 
to perform the work effectively. According to the program notes included with the score, 
A Hymn for Peace was intended as a message of hope: 
A Hymn for Peace was composed in 2018 and is based on my piano composition, 
Breathe. I wrote the composition during a very difficult time in my life. I was 
battling severe mental health issues, was struggling in university, and at that time, 
my life seemed like it had no direction and I was losing myself. However, two 
individuals who were there to give me hope were Debbie and Mark Alenuis. 
Through many different instances, they helped me gain a sense of belonging and 
hope, and truly have been a blessing to me. This is why I have chosen to dedicate 
the piece to them. A Hymn for Peace is literally what the title portrays. For 
anyone going through a difficult time, I hope this work gives you the strength to 
continue and ultimately, give you peace. There is light at the end of the tunnel.52  
 
The powerful testimony by the composer elicits a strong emotional response from the 
performer because of the relatability of the message. This particular ensemble is all 
college students who could easily relate to Day’s feelings. The composer is clearly 
indicating the need for emotional connection between the human performers and the 
sonic experience of the listener.  
To assist with establishing appropriate embellishment for the written phrases of 
the composition, the performers were introduced to the techniques presented by the 
author in the previous chapters. Through discussion and experimentation, various 
techniques were then applied to phrases and excerpts from the work to maximize the 
                                                 
52 Kevin Day, A Hymn for Peace (Cleveland: Murphy Music Press, 2017). 
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emotional expression of each phrase and the connection to the performers. Initially, the 
work was focused on familiarizing the performers with the options available and 
diversifying their approach to lyrical phrases as they were encountered. Figure 5.1 shows 
the primary 8-bar melodic statement found throughout A Hymn for Peace as it is 
presented in mm. 8–15 in the flute.  
Figure 5.1 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, Flute: mm. 8–1553 
As shown in figure 5.1, the main melodic statement does not contain any 
suggestions from the composer for dynamic contrast to embellish the quality and 
expression of the phrase. This same melodic statement is presented multiple times 
throughout the piece in many different instruments with the same lack of contrast and 
expressive markings. As a result, performers may not know what expressive decisions to 
make within the ensemble that would appropriately enhance the main melody. Without a 
selection of tools from which to choose, the performers would be acting solely on their 
own instincts, therefore developing a guide for focusing those instincts has allowed for 
more consistent approaches to shape from the entire ensemble. Audio file 5.1 illustrates a 
performance of this melody by all the instruments in the ensemble that encounter the 
statement somewhere within the piece. This performance, while demonstrating strong 
53 Kevin Day, A Hymn for Peace. 
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concepts of tone and balance, does not convey the expressive quality demanded by the 
composer in the description of this piece. 
 Audio file 5.1 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, main melody54 
Because the overall contour of this melody is compact—the range of the melody 
falls within a perfect fifth across all eight measures—the performers agreed that 
attempting to use the contour of the melody as a means to provide dynamic contrast 
would only limit their ability to express the amount of intrigue desired. Together with the 
performers the author/conductor decided focusing on the arrangement of the rhythmic 
values across the entire eight measure melodic line would allow for the optimum amount 
of shaping needed to produce a beautiful and interesting statement that breathed more life 
into the simple melody. The rhythmic values contained in this melody are half notes, 
quarter notes, and eighth notes ordered from the longest duration to the shortest duration 
of sound. Applying information from chapter two of this document, the performers would 
approach this phrase with dynamics that build from the longer note values to the shorter 
ones with the two consecutive eighth notes being the apex of the phrase. On a macro 
level (encompassing the entire 8-bar melody), this phrase requires the performers to grow 
in volume through mm. 8–10 and then decreasing the volume in m. 11. Then, mm. 12–15 
would be a replica of the same phrase structure, creating continuity of the line from 




beginning to end. Likewise, on the micro level (focusing on the movement from note to 
note) the performers would infer slight increases in volume throughout the sustain of the 
half notes to create an emphasis on the following quarter notes except for m. 11 and m. 
15. In figure 5.2, the macro phrasing model has been represented with traditional 
dynamic markings including crescendo and decrescendo, whereas the micro phrasing has 
been indicated by arrows between the notes that show the subtle tendencies of each note. 
Notice how the half notes in m. 11 and m. 15 are opposite of the others. This is because 
they are highlighting the harmonic cadences within the phrase as discussed in chapter 
three of this document about the treatment of harmony.  
 
 
Figure 5.2 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, flute: mm. 8–1555 
 
 Once these embellishments were implemented, the performers began working 
together with a common expressive goal in mind adding to the nuance of the main 
melody that could then be applied throughout the piece each time the melody recurs. 
Audio file 5.2 demonstrates the final product of the application of this level of 
embellishment to the dynamic range of the main melody.  
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 Audio file 5.2 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, main melody embellished56 
 
 As mentioned previously, composer Kevin Day creates interest by presenting the 
main melody and then layering multiple countermelodies and harmonic rhythm 
simultaneously to provide depth and increased rhythmic intensity as the piece progresses. 
In an interview with Day, he attributed this structure to the growing confidence he was 
developing as the community of support around him continued to expand and grow.57 
The phrase that begins at m. 32 and continues through m. 39 is a great example of the 
culmination of the composer’s layering of multiple textures in this work. Still present is 
the main melody demonstrated in the previous examples both visually in figures 5.1 and 
5.2 and aurally in audio files 5.1 and 5.2. The added embellishment performed by the 
Murray State Wind Ensemble in audio file 5.2 will continue to be the model at this point 
in the piece by the piccolo, flutes, and trumpets. Now, Day adds two additional 
countermelodies and several layers of harmonic rhythm in conjunction with the main 
melody. Figure 5.3 shows one of the countermelodies in this phrase as it is represented in 
the oboe part. This same countermelody exists for the bassoon, tenor saxophone, baritone 
saxophone, and oboe parts. Once again, the composer provides minimal suggestion to the 
intended dynamic shape leaving the performers to make informed decisions about the 
nuance of this countermelody.  
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 Figure 5.3 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, oboe: mm. 32–3958 
 
As written, the counter melody provides some contrast to the main melody with 
its use of dotted rhythms and more continuous motion throughout. Performed as written, 
the countermelody has the potential to be hidden within the overall texture of the band. 
Audio file 5.3 is a demonstration of the oboes, bassoons, tenor saxophone, and baritone 
saxophone performing this counter melody as it is written with no embellishment or 
added interest.  
 
 Audio file 5.3 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, mm. 32–39 (countermelody)59 
  
 Again, the performers demonstrate high quality tone and balance, however the 
shape of the phrase is slightly uninteresting. Because of the added rhythmic intrigue, the 
performers need to utilize the technique that has been previously discussed in this 
document to help develop the overall effectiveness of this countermelody and give it a 
sense of direction and purpose. When discussing rhythm and its relationship to the 
melody in chapter two, the author indicated that syncopation and new rhythmic values are 
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worthy of attention by the performers and should be brought out within the line. This 
specific countermelody hints at syncopation by adding the dotted-quarter note figure 
throughout. By increasing the volume of the tone throughout the duration of the dotted 
quarter note and bringing more attention to the following eighth note between beats two 
and three, the countermelody begins to take on a character of its own that provides more 
variation when performed with the original melody. Audio file 5.4 demonstrates the same 
countermelody by the same performers after the implementation of the technique that 
emphasizes this new rhythmic value.  
 
 Audio file 5.4 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, mm. 32–39 (embellished 
countermelody)60 
 
The performance of audio file 5.4 demonstrates an elevated interpretation of this simple 
countermelody which will eventually, when combined with the original melody, provide 
a new listening experience for the audience by adding a layer of sophistication to the 
sound.  
 Along with the previous countermelody, there is a secondary countermelody 
added at m. 32. This counter melody is present in the horns, euphoniums, and bells and 
differs from the previously stated countermelody because it is made up almost 
exclusively of eighth notes and creates a more purposeful and distinct contoured shape as 
                                                 




it is stated. Figure 5.4 shows this second countermelody as it is presented in the 
euphonium part in mm. 32–39.  
 
 
 Figure 5.4 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, euphonium mm. 32–3961 
 
Because the duration of notes in this countermelody lack any real contrast or unique 
rhythmic values or patterns, this is an example of a phrase that can benefit from dynamic 
shape that matches the overall contour of the line. It is important to remember that the 
dynamic contouring should follow the general trend of the note range and not necessarily 
change with every individual rise and fall in the pitch. Audio file 5.5 illustrates how this 
countermelody sounds without a dynamic embellishment that relates to the contour of the 
pitches in the line. Note, the repetitive nature of the rhythm combined with little dynamic 
contrast creates a stagnant line that lacks nuance and interpretation. 
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 Audio file 5.5 A Hymn of Peace by Kevin Day, mm. 32-39 (countermelody 
#2)62 
 
By matching dynamics to the contour of the phrase, the performers were able to 
transform this second countermelody into a line that will compliment both the original 
melody and the first countermelody that was performed in audio file 5.4. The end result is 
demonstrated in audio file 5.6. 
 
 Audio file 5.6 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, mm. 32–39 (countermelody 
#2)63 
 
By taking advantage of the contour created by the composer, the performers are able to 
determine a dynamic shape nearly simulating the physical motion of breathing providing 
an organic sense of movement to this particular countermelody. It is an especially valid 
comparison since the title of this work before Day scored it for band was Breathe. Along 
with the cyclic harmonic progression Day discussed in his interview, this particular 
countermelody is another example of the musical representation of breathing.64 
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 In the same excerpt, mm. 32–39, composer Kevin Day adds one more layer of 
sound and motion to the texture to create movement and increase the overall intensity of 
the phrase. In chapter three of this document, the author discussed the use of harmonic 
rhythm and how creating more involved harmonic accompaniment can add to the interest 
of a phrase that contains a repeated melody. In mm. 32–39, Day creates a pulsating 
harmonic rhythm in the clarinet, alto saxophone, piano, and marimba parts that certainly, 
while arpeggiating the basic harmony of the phrase, generates excitement and interest 
because of the speed of the notes and the combination of duple rhythms (the sixteenth 
note passages in the piano and marimba) and compound rhythms (the triplet sixteenth 
notes in alto saxophone and clarinet parts). As with the other parts of this excerpt, there 
are limited directions indicated in the score by the composer to guide the performers to a 
means of creating an interesting shape to this passage. Figure 5.5 shows this excerpt from 





 Figure 5.5 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, clarinet 1: mm. 32–3965 
 
When isolated, a passage like this can pose a challenge to the performers simply because 
of the technical demand required to navigate it successfully. Because of the technical 
requirements, performers often lose sight of the goal of the larger phrase and the 
importance to support the shaping of the main melody. Audio file 5.7 shows what this 
example would sound like, when combined with the alto saxophones and the duple parts 
in the piano and marimba, when there is little or no shaping being applied.  
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 Audio file 5.7 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, mm. 32–39 (harmonic 
rhythm)66 
 
When equipped with appropriate tools to analyze their position within the piece, 
performers can become more comfortable overtime recognizing the role their individual 
parts play in the work or within a specific phrase of the piece. At mm. 32–39, creating a 
dynamic scheme for this busy harmonic rhythm that matched the shape of the main 
melody was easy because the performers already knew how the main melody sounded. 
When combined, the clarinets, alto saxophones, marimba, and piano can provide support 
to the shape of the phrase that is established by the piccolo, flute, and trumpets 
performing original melody. Audio file 5.8 demonstrates the previous harmonic rhythm 
layered with the original melody and shows how the performers easily match their 
dynamic shape to provide support to those on the main melody.  
 
  Audio file 5.8 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, mm. 32–3967 
 
 The culmination of the additional shaping on the excerpt from mm. 32–39 
produces an artistically appropriate musical phrase that, when rejoined, showcases each 
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individual element in a way that is cohesive, expressive, and pleasing. The emotional 
intent of the musical phrase is given life by the embellishments the performers add to 
their corresponding parts producing a more engaging listening experience for the 
audience. As the performers learn more about the piece, they are able to apply similar 
decisions throughout the work producing more intuitive phrasing and an overall better 
performance experience. Audio file 5.9 shows mm. 32–39 with all layers present – the 
main melody, both countermelodies, harmonic rhythm, and the additional harmonic 
support. It serves as an example of how individual parts when shaped to highlight 
interesting movement, chords, and nuance can come together to create an expressive, 
emotional phrase ultimately enhancing the performance of the work.  
 
 Audio file 5.9 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, mm. 32–39 (full)68 
 
5.3 Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, arranged by Michael Markowski 
 The second selection prepared by the Murray State University Wind Ensemble for 
the implementation of the techniques laid out in the previous chapters of this 
methodology is Goodnight Moon written by Eric Whitacre, arranged for band by Michael 
Markowski. Originally composed by Whitacre for soprano solo, harp and string 
orchestra, Markowski’s arrangement sets the beautiful lullaby for band taking advantage 
of the many tonal colors unique to the wind ensemble. In contrast to Kevin Day’s A 
                                                 




Hymn for Peace, Goodnight Moon is based on the actual text from the children’s book 
Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown. Day’s peace is derived from a feeling and an 
experience of the composer but has no lyrics or textual framework to refer to for 
inspiration. Having lyrics to inform the performers has a profound influence on their 
phrasing choices and the emotional framework of the entire piece. Although the text is 
not present in the band arrangement, the intention of each phrase was composed with the 
text in mind and therefore informed the compositional choices throughout. As evident in 
the forthcoming musical examples from Goodnight Moon, the arranger has included more 
expressive suggestions with a detailed use of articulation markings, dynamic markings, 
and tempo markings that were somewhat absent from the piece by Kevin Day. Although 
the composer has included more expression markings, it does not mean the performers 
should limit their decisions to only those included on the page. Because a more 
fragmented compositional style is used (the melodic line is often separated mid-phrase 
between multiple instruments), the expressive suggestions by the composer help the 
performer understand the intent of each portion of their individual part as it relates to 
others in the ensemble. About the composition, the composer had the following to say: 
Over the first six years of his life, I must have read Goodnight Moon to my son a 
thousand times, maybe more. Somewhere around reading number 500, I began 
hearing little musical fragments as I read, and over time those fragments began to 
blossom into a simple, sweet lullaby.69 
 
It is clear from the composer’s own words that the work is intended to invoke warm 
emotional responses that would connect with listeners and relates to the human 
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connection. It is up to the performers in the ensemble to connect with the music thus 
opening the door for connection with the audience.  
 Because of Whitacre’s compositional style, this work allows the ensemble to 
explore other techniques for creating purposeful and artistic phrases. While the piece by 
Day features a simple, beautiful melody which is enhanced by the layers of 
countermelodies and harmonic support, Goodnight Moon uses more complex and 
dissonant harmonies to create a sense of tension and release and treats the instruments of 
the wind ensemble as though they represent the various ranges of the human voice. There 
are many examples in Goodnight Moon where the contour of the melodic line and the 
rhythmic variation inform the melodic shaping; however, for the purposes of this 
methodology, the following examples will focus on techniques not previously discussed 
within A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day.  
 In chapter two of this document, the importance of creating intentionality around 
unexpected or altered tones in the melodic phrase was one of the techniques discussed to 
inform phrasing choices. Composers often use these unexpected tones to create a sense of 
tension or drama in a phrase. In the case of Goodnight Moon, Whitacre often uses altered 
tones to accentuate a phrase based on the text. One example of the use of an altered tone 
in this piece is in mm. 54–55 when the melody aligns with the original text “goodnight to 
the noises.” On the first syllable of the word “noises” there is concert E-flat which is 
outside of the key of F Major. When the performers of the wind ensemble approach this 
occurrence in the music, it is important to first understand the meaning behind the 
musical phrase and how the word “noises” informs the harmonic and melodic choice of 
the composer. Then the clarinets, 1st alto saxophone, 1st horn, bassoons, and euphoniums 
54 
 
can understand that the altered tone is a reflection of the original text and they should 
direct the growth of the phrase toward and away from that tone which happens on the 
downbeat of m. 55. Audio file 5.10 highlights the previously listed instruments 
demonstrating this technique as they approach and eventually resolve the altered tone. On 
the same file (5.10), the full ensemble then performs the same measures providing 
context of this musical phrase and how the altered tone on the downbeat of m. 55 informs 
the shape of the phrase from the full ensemble.  
 
 Audio file 5.10 Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, arranged by Michael 
Markowski, mm. 54 – 5570 
 
Both the intentional approach toward and the decay away from the altered tone support 
the composer’s use of tension and release to allow the “noises” to have emphasis even 
though the text does not appear in the wind ensemble arrangement of the work.  
 Another element Whitacre uses in Goodnight Moon more prominently than the 
previous work by Day is dissonant harmony. Much like the previous example with the 
altered tone, the use of dissonance provides the composer with a means to express tension 
and release and expand the overall color palette of the wind ensemble. The previous 
example while showcasing an altered note outside of the key, was also a very obvious 
example of the use of dissonant harmony. At other moments, Whitacre uses very subtle 
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dissonance to prolong the end of a musical phrase, creating one final occurrence of 
interest before the cadence resolves. In mm. 19–21, the phrase is ending with a prolonged 
plagal cadence in the key of F major (I–IV–I) and Markowski scores the trombones and 
bass clarinet to enter on a dissonant tone—concert C against a B-flat Major triad—on 
beat 3 of m. 20. In audio file 5.11 the ensemble demonstrates how those performers bring 
the dissonant tone out upon entrance then taper the dynamic into the rest of the texture to 
as the cadence comes to a point of harmonic rest. The dissonant tone therefore provides 
the phrasing decision for this cadence.  
 
 Audio file 5.11 Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, arranged by Michael 
Markowski, mm. 19–2171 
 
 In chapter four of this document, the author discusses the effects of tempo on the 
creation of interesting and connective musical phrases and explores techniques that can 
generalize the way performers think about rubato in a lyrical piece of music. Whitacre’s 
piece insists at the beginning of the work the tempo must be fluid throughout the piece by 
displaying the tempo marking “Simply, with rubato.” Rubato is a subjective term which 
takes on different meanings for different performers and conductors. While the term 
allows the conductor freedom to choose their own interpretation of the tempo, having 
some norms which can be generally followed will help the performers better predict the 
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decisions of the conductor. From mm. 22–29 (rehearsal letter C through D) the main 
melody consists of three notes representing the words “good-night-moon” with the word 
“moon” being sustained through six full beats. During the sustained note, there exists 
motion in a countermelody as well as harmonic support. Audio file 5.12 illustrates mm. 
22–29 as it is printed in the score without the described use of rubato to bring more 
attention and focus to the main melodic line.  
 
 Audio file 5.12 Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, arranged by Michael 
Markowski, mm. 22–2972  
 
While beautifully written and scored, the performance lacks focus on the melodic line 
and the allowance of the supporting players to create more interest between the melodic 
statements. Throughout this section, the notes of the main melody should be stressed by 
adding weight and stretching the tempo. Further, the countermelodies accompanied by 
the harmonic rhythm contain shorter rhythmic values and should show a slight 
acceleration to match the energy created by the busier rhythm. Adding this approach of 
rubato from mm. 22–29 allows the performers insight into the methods that the conductor 
will use to change the tempo thus creating a closer connection between conductor and 
performers. Audio file 5.13 is an example of how mm. 22–29 can be performed when the 
conductor chooses to alter the tempo with more focus on the melody.  
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 Audio file 5.13 Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, arranged by Michael 
Markowski, mm. 22–29 
  
5.4 Conclusions and Further Practice 
 After recording the two pieces discussed in this chapter with the Murray State 
University Wind Ensemble, the author/conductor was able to observe tremendous growth 
from the performers based on the recordings previously referenced. The musicians 
successfully demonstrated an understanding of the specific tmethods outlined in this 
document, and they were able to apply their knowledge to contemporary repertoire and 
generate artistic and intuitive performances of the music beyond the printed expressions 
included in the notation. As a further test of their skills, the performers were given a new 
lyrical piece of music they had not yet rehearsed and given minimal instruction on the 
expressive decisions the conductor would make before performing the piece. The 
instructions were merely identification of melodies, countermelodies, unique rhythms and 
dissonant moments in the piece. Ultimately the performers were able to read the piece at 
sight with a much higher level of artistry than when first reading both Goodnight Moon 
and A Hymn for Peace a few weeks prior. It is the conclusion of this author that with 
appropriate guidance and consistency incorporating the methods of this paper, performers 
would enhance their critical decision making and be able to produce higher level artistry 
and nuance in contemporary lyrical music for the wind ensemble. At the conclusion of 
this concert cycle, the 48 performers were given the opportunity to complete an 
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anonymous survey—only their instrument was recorded to help with data collection—to 
provide some constructive feedback to the author about the process and the techniques 
used when preparing the repertoire. The results of this survey are available in appendix 3 
at the conclusion of this paper. Overall, 41 performers responded to the survey with 
100% positive reinforcement for the effects of discussing and applying the techniques in 
this methodology. Further support of these conclusions is presented in audio file 5.14, a 
complete performance of Eric Whitacre and Michael Markowski’s Goodnight Moon and 
audio file 5.15, a complete performance of A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day. 
 
 Audio file 5.14 Goodnight Moon by Eric Whitacre, arranged by Michael 
Markowski73 
 
 Audio file 5.15 A Hymn for Peace by Kevin Day, full performance74 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
 
 Renowned Spanish cellist Pablo Casals once said, “the written notes are like a 
straitjacket, whereas music is—like life itself—in constant movement.”75 Life and breath 
are the key components of “movement” as Casals mentions. The ability to give a piece of 
music life and breath of its own is what connects to the human soul and is something 
toward which musicians aspire. In Psychology for Musicians the authors describe the 
following phenomenon: 
The heavenly metaphor is etched deep into musical and artistic culture. We talk of 
performances as being “inspired,” of performers as “playing like angels.” Both 
listeners and performers can experience a sense of wonderment at the apparently 
unpredictable power of some performances. Listeners are not, of course, privy to 
the hours of deliberate work and shaping that performers can devote in 
preparation. But even performers sometimes surprise themselves and are unable 
to explain or predict why one performance is routine and the next performance of 
the same piece is “magic.” Why is this so?76 
 
It is the opinion of this author that the “why” is not meant for performers, conductors and 
audience members to know or completely understand. Instead, it is the charge of 
musicians to do everything within their power to strive for the “magic” each and every 
time they perform. Richard Floyd writes about “magic” as well referring to the “goose 
bump moment.”77 This experience, he writes, is one that most professionals in the music 
world share; the emotional connection to those moments are the reasons music became 
their passion and their career instead of the times when all the notes and rhythms were 
played correctly.78 Younger performers require guidance from teachers and conductors to 
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learn how to be more expressive in their playing. According to Dr. Amy McCann, 
professional clarinetist and Assistant Professor of clarinet, younger performers tend to 
strive to please their teacher and search for an objective point-value in their playing.79 
McCann continues describing young performers playing a line of music that seems to end 
with a question mark, as if they are asking “am I doing this right?”80 It is the process of 
empowering performers, beginning at a young age, to feel confident in their decision 
making by showing them what can work and will produce a sophisticated and nuanced 
phrase that is so important. The hope is that same student, instead of asking a question in 
their playing, makes a powerful statement of “that’s how this line makes me feel,” after 
playing a beautifully shaped phrase with much attention to detail.  
The overall message of this methodology is to guide performers to artistic 
decisions that make good musical sense and will provide a deeper level of nuance to 
performance. Ultimately, performer, conductor and audience will have a better musical 
experience when artistic embellishments beyond the notation become an integral part of 
the performance. 
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APPENDIX 1. REPERTOIRE GUIDE & PERMISSIONS 
The following is a list of pieces used as examples in the preceding text in alphabetical 




Afterlife  Rossano Galante, Composer  2015, Alfred Music 
Grade: 4  Performance Time: 5:00  
 
Composer’s Website: https://www.windrep.org/Rossano_Galante 
Cost: $78.00  Link to Buy: https://www.alfred.com/afterlife/p/00-44198/ 




Since the beginning of time, man has pondered what happens when our physical body dies. Some believe 
we go to Heaven. Others doubt its existence entirely. Then there are those who have had near-death 
experiences and live to tell their stories. For me, I have always hoped that when we pass it will be a very 
peaceful experience. It is this belief that has inspire me to compose Afterlife. This composition starts 
delicately as peacefulness returns to the soul. It intensifies as we approach our new consciousness, 
constantly modulating between the two as we gain knowledge of our new surroundings. Could this be the 
paradise known as Heaven? Perhaps. I will let the listeners decide for themselves. 
 
 
A Hymn for Peace Kevin Day, Composer 2017, Kevin Day Music 
Grade: 5  Performance Time: 7:00  
 
Composer’s Website: http://www.kevindaymusic.com 
Cost: $125.00  Link to Purchase: http://murphymusicpress.com/products/w-267 





A Hymn for Peace was composed in 2017 and is based on my piano composition, Breathe. I wrote the 
composition during a very difficult time in my life. I was battling severe mental health issues, was 
struggling in university, and at that time, my life seemed like it had no direction and I was losing myself. 
However, two individuals who were there to give me hope were Debbie and Mark Alenius. Through many 
different instances, they helped me gain a sense of belonging and hope, and truly have been a blessing to 
me. This is why I have chosen to dedicate the piece to them. A Hymn for Peace is literally what the title 
portrays. For anyone going through a difficult time, I hope that this work gives you the strength to continue 
and ultimately, give you peace. There is light at the end of the tunnel. 
 
 
Goodnight Moon Eric Whitacre, Composer 2019 Boosey & Hawkes 
   Michael Markowski, Arranger 




   Composer’s Website: https://ericwhitacre.com 
Cost: $150.00 Link to Purchase: 
https://www.halleonard.com/product/4005423/goodnight-moon 




“Over the past few years I must have read Goodnight Moon to my son a thousand times - maybe more. 
Somewhere around reading number 500, I began hearing little musical fragments as I read, and over time 
those fragments began to blossom into a simple, sweet lullaby. I knew it was a long shot, but I asked my 
manager, Claire Long, to contact HarperCollins and see if they would allow the text to be set to music. To 
my surprise and delight they agreed - the first time they had ever allowed Goodnight Moon to be used in 
such a way. I composed the piece relatively quickly, originally setting the text for harp, string orchestra, 
and my son's mother, soprano Hila Plitmann. 
 
I later arranged Goodnight Moon for SATB choir and piano. More recently, my dear friend Verena 
Mösenbichler-Bryant arranged the piece for wind ensemble and soloist. The melody of Goodnight 
Moonwill forever make me think of those quiet nights, reading my son to sleep.” 
 
In Dreams  Cait Nishimura, Composer 2018, Cait Nishimura Music 
Grade: 4  Performance Time: 8:00  
 
   Composer’s Website: https://caitnishimura.com 
Cost: $80.00  Link to Purchase: https://caitnishimura.com/products/in-dreams 





In Dreams explores the powerful and surreal experience of the crossover between dreams and reality. With 
subtle shifts in colour and texture, tender and soaring melodies, and driving ostinatos, the piece introduces 
intermediate to advanced bands to elements of minimalism and provides musical challenges for all sections 
of the ensemble. In Dreams takes players and listeners on an emotional and musical journey full of hope 
and yearning, from deep sleep to a world of dreams and back again. 
 
 
Into the Silent Land Steve Danyew, Composer 2018, Steve Danyew 
Grade: 4  Performance Time: 9:00 
 
   Composer’s Website: https://www.stevedanyew.com 
Cost: $189.99 Link to Purchase: https://www.stevedanyew.com/store/into-the-
silent-land 
Link to Listen: https://youtu.be/e0m9cFhIugM 
 
Program Note: 
On December 14, 2012, twenty children and six educators were killed by a gunman at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School in Sandy Hook, Connecticut. Having grown up in Sandy Hook just a mile from the 
school, this is where I attended grades 3-5. 
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For the past several years, I have thought about writing a piece of music that would reflect on this tragedy, 
but I have struggled to know where to start. Even after beginning to sketch out ideas for this piece, I felt 
unsure of where the piece should go and what it should communicate. In an effort to find a clearer sense of 
direction, I searched for poetry that reflected how I was feeling. 
When I came across “Remember,” a moving poem by Christina Rossetti, I found the direction I was 
looking for. Through the simple idea of remembering—not forgetting that this happened, not forgetting 
these children, not forgetting the grief that their families must feel—I realized this is what I wanted and 
needed to communicate through music. 
The music incorporates elements of a funeral march, as well as a lament, using a descending tetrachord as a 
ground bass. The funeral march and the lament are combined early in the piece and after the ground bass 
repeats and grows to a climax, the funeral march gradually fades and a more ethereal music emerges. 
“Into the Silent Land” was commissioned by a consortium of schools and individuals led by Dr. Jared 
Chase and Nazareth College. 
 
Meditation  Dwayne S. Milburn  2010, Kjos Music Press 
Grade: 3  Performance Time: 5:10 
 
   Composer’s Website:   
Cost: $75.00  https://schoolofmusic.ucla.edu/people/dwayne-milburn/ 
Link to Purchase: https://kjos.com/meditation-10224.html 





In early 2004, I was contacted by Mr. Jeff Looman, Director of Instrumental Music for the Calvin Christian 
Schools in Michigan. Mr. Looman had recently heard a performance of American Hymnsong Suite and 
wanted to entrust me with a special project in memory of a former student, Nick Stegeman. By all accounts, 
Nick, who had lost his life several years earlier, was a tremendous presence in his family, school, and 
church communities. Soon after his passing, the band boosters began raising funds to celebrate Nick in one 
of his favorite activities, band music. 
 
I immediately accepted this heartfelt invitation and requested Mr. Looman put me in touch with Nick’s 
parents to get a better picture of their son so that my efforts might do him justice. Several weeks went by 
before I heard from them, but their note affected me greatly. While they shared great stories about the fun-
loving and talented side of their son, I was most overcome by their continued deep sense of loss and knew 
that before I could address the lighter side of Nick, I had to offer my musical condolences to his family. 
 
Combining two tunes, the Lutheran hymn If Thou But Suffer God to Guide Thee and the American folk 
song Poor Wayfarin’ Stranger, I began writing what would become “Meditation.” It is actually the second 
of a three movements that comprise a suite entitled Music for Bright Youth, a title that refers not only to 
Nick Stegeman, but all the young musicians with whom it has been my pleasure to work over the years. 
 
On February 21, 2005 the combined bands of the Calvin Christian Schools, under the direction of Mr. 
Looman, premiered the entire suite as a part of their annual winter concert. Nick Stegeman’s younger sister 
was in the ensemble and his parents, along with a host of family and friends were in attendance. While I 
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was unable to be physically present, I remain deeply honored to have been asked to contribute this piece to 




O Magnum Mysterium Morten Lauridsen, Composer  2003, Peermusic 
Grade: 4   H. Robert Reynolds, Transcription 
Performance Time: 6:00  
 
   Composer’s Website: https://www.mortenlauridsen.net 
Cost: $80.00 Link to Purchase: https://www.jwpepper.com/O-Magnum-
Mysterium/2476926.item - .YF_PpC2cZhE    




Composer Morten Lauridsen is most noted for his seven vocal cycles-Les Chansons des Roses, Madrigali, 
Mid-Winter Songs, Cuatro Canciones, A Winter Come, Nocturnes, and Lux Aeternaand his series of a 
cappella motets which are regularly performed by distinguished ensembles and vocal artists throughout the 
world. His " O Magnum Mysterium" and " Dirait-on" have become two of the most performed and 
recorded compositions of recent years. The Nocturnes have been recorded by Polyphony, conducted by 
Stephen Layton, with the composer at the piano, on " Lauridsen - Nocturnes" (Hyperion). Mr. Lauridsen 
(b.1943) is Distinguished Professor of Composition at the University of Southern California Thornton 
School of Music and served as Composer-in-Residence of the Los Angeles Master Chorale from 1994 to 
2001. In 2007, Lauridsen was awarded the National Medal of Arts for his " radiant choral works combining 
musical power, beauty and spiritual depth that have thrilled audiences worldwide." 
 
Morten Lauridsen's choral setting of " O Magnum Mysterium" (" O Great Mystery”) has become one of the 
world's most performed and recorded compositions since its 1994 premiere by the Los Angeles Master 
Chorale conducted by Paul Salamunovich. About his setting, Morten Lauridsen writes, " For centuries, 
composers have been inspired by the beautiful O Magnum Mysterium text with its depiction of the birth of 
the new-born King amongst the lowly animals and shepherds. This affirmation of God's grace to the meek 
and the adoration of the Blessed Virgin are celebrated in my setting through a quiet song of profound inner 
joy." H. Robert Reynolds has arranged the symphonic wind version of this popular work with the approval 
and appreciation of the composer. 
 
 
Requiem  David Maslanka, Composer  2013, Maslanka Press 
Grade: 5  Performance Time: 11:00  
 
   Composer’s Website: https://davidmaslanka.com 
Cost: $139.00  Link to Buy: https://davidmaslanka.com/works/requiem-2013-11/ 




A Requiem is a Mass for the dead. This relatively brief instrumental piece with the title Requiem is not a 
Mass but serves a parallel function – the need to lay to rest old things in order to turn the mind and heart 
toward the new. 
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I have an abiding interest in why humans go to war. I have recently read much about World War II and was 
confronted once again with the awful fact of fifty million needless deaths. Shostakovich thought of every 
one of his compositions as a tombstone and wished that he could have written a separate memorial piece 
for every person who died in war. 
I do believe that we are in a major transitional time, and that this transition happens first in each of us. 
My Requiem is both for the unnamed dead of all wars, and for each person making their own inner step, 
saying goodbye in order to say hello. 
 
Riften Wed  Julie Giroux, Composer 2013, Musica Propria 
Grade: 4  Performance Time: 7:00  
 
   Composer’s Website: https://www.juliegiroux.org 
Cost: $110.00  Link to Purchase: http://www.musicapropria.com 




Riften is a city in Skyrim located in the expansive world of Elder Scrolls, the fifth installment of an action 
role-playing video game saga developed by Bethesda Game Studios and published by Bethesda Softworks. 
Skyrim is an open world game that by any video game standard is geographically massive and more closely 
related to an online mmorpg (massive multiplayer online role-playing game) than to its console and pc 
competition. 
 
 Skyrim is a beautiful world, from mountainous snowy regions to open tundra plains, sea coasts, beaches, 
thick woods, lakes and hot spring-fed swamps. Large cities, villages, forts, ancient ruins, caves, lone 
houses, sawmills and abandoned shacks dot the atlas. One can spend hours just walking or riding horseback 
from one side of the continent to the other doing nothing but experiencing its wondrous environment and 
lore. It is truly a game worthy of total immersion. Oh, and I should mention that it is also a deadly world, 
torn apart by civil war and dragons who have resurfaced after thousands of years, not to mention the cult of 
vampires that are also threatening to take over the world. 
 
 Riften is a seedy, crime-filled and nearly lawless city. Located on a waterfront with skooma-addicted dock 
workers and corrupt guards, it also boasts the headquarters of the Thieve’s Guild. Sadly enough, it is also 
the location for the world’s orphanage and the Temple of Mara, the place where the good citizens of 
Skyrim have to go to get married, you included. Weddings in Skyrim are about survival as much as 
fondness or imagined love. Courtship can be as simple a dialogue as “Are you interested in me? Why yes, 
are you interested in me? Yes. It’s settled then.” Sometimes the dialogue is more along the lines of “You 
are smart and strong. I would be lucky to have you. I would walk the path of life beside you ‘til the end of 
time if you will have me.” Although this game feels somewhat like the iron age with magic and dragons, it 
has a progressive, flourishing society. 
 
 In Skyrim, if so desired, your spouse can and will fight beside you. They will die for you or with you. For 
most of them, that death is permanent. You cannot remarry (not without cheating anyway). What was is 
over and there will be no other. Being the hopeless romantic that I am, I found the whole situation 
intriguing and heart wrenching especially if related or injected into real world circumstances. In one 
instance while playing the game, I emerged from the chapel with my brand new husband only to have him 
killed later that evening in a vicious full-on vampire attack right outside the temple. (Hey! No fair! I knew I 
should have married a warrior and not a merchant. I restarted the game.) Skyrim weddings are happening in 




 “Riften Wed” is the music for loves and unions, past and present such as this. A love, a wedding, a lifetime 
shared by two people in the middle of a storm that threatens to tear them apart. Where “‘til death do us 
part” is not only a reality, it’s a given. Where love is a gift worthy of all the joy and pain it demands. One 
life, one love, one ending. This music is for those that are truly “Riften Wed.” 
 
Sanctuary  Frank Ticheli, Composer 2006, Manhattan Beach Music 
Grade: 5  Performance Time: 10:00  
 
   Composer’s Website: https://www.frankticheli.com 
Cost: $265.00  Link to Purchase: https://www.manhattanbeachmusic.com 





SANCTUARY was composed for conductor H. Robert Reynolds as a symbol of our enduring friendship. 
The work was commissioned in his honor and received its premiere performance by the band he conducted 
for 26 years. As a personal tribute to Mr. Reynolds, who was a horn player in his earlier days, I chose the 
solo horn to be the work’s main musical messenger. The opening prologue grows out of a set of pitches that 
were derived from the letters of his first name (Harrah), an idea I first used fifteen years ago in Postcard 
(commissioned by Reynolds in memory of his mother.) Vivid college memories of Mr. Reynolds 
conducting Grainger’s HILL SONG NO. 2 and COLONIAL SONG — both well-known favorites of his — 
were also in the back of my mind, as the sounds that I created in some ways echo the lyrical mood of these 
works. 
 
The word, sanctuary, conjures a rich array of images. It can imply a place of solitude, comfort, rest, prayer, 
protection. It can suggest a place that is strong and imposing or one that is very small and private. I believe 
all of these images are suggested at one point or another in the music. The opening bell sounds suggest 
peace and joyful reverence. The main horn melody is at once reflective and reassuring. There is also an 
underlying hint of nostalgia — a wistfulness, perhaps suggested by the simple three-chord progression 
which threads the entire work. But there is also an expression of strength and power in the work’s dark and 
imposing climax. 
 
After the climax recedes, the main melody disappears for a period of time, replaced by flute and clarinet 
solo episodes which create repose, space, and distance. But in the end, the three-chord harmony returns and 
serves as a doorway for the final appearance of the main horn theme. The work ends with a quiet echo of 
the opening bells. 
 
Sanctuary was commissioned by the Michigan School Band and Orchestra Association in honor of H. 
Robert Reynolds. The premiere performance was given by the University of Michigan Symphony Band, 




Steampunk Suite Erika Svanoe, Composer 2017, Swan Maiden Press 
Grade:5  Performance Time: 8:00  
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“Steampunk” refers to a subgenre of science fiction and sometimes fantasy that incorporates technology 
and aesthetic designs inspired by 19th-century industrial steam-powered machinery. It places an emphasis 
on steam- or spring-propelled gadgets. The most common historical steampunk settings are often set in the 
Victorian era, but in an alternative history where technology employs steam power. It may, therefore, be 
described as neoVictorian. Steampunk features retro-futuristic inventions as people in the 19th century 
might have envisioned them, and is likewise rooted in the era’s perspective on fashion, culture, 
architectural style, and art. Such technology may include fictional machines like those found in the works 




Steampunk Suite attempts to depict various scenes that take place in a fictional alternate history that 
features notable people alive in the Victorian era, including Charles Ives, Marie Curie, H.G. Wells, Jules 
Verne, P.T. Barnum and Nikola Tesla. It borrows from popular music of the era, including the cakewalk, 
march, waltz, and the song “Daisy Bell.” These are combined with sounds of clockwork and imagined 
steam technology. It also borrows various musical elements from numerous composers of time, including 
Ives, Sousa, Satie, Karl King, Stravinsky, and Weill, with some Khachaturian and Danny Elfman thrown in 
for good measure. This piece has been transcribed for wind ensemble from the original chamber work 











































































APPENDIX 2. INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 
Appendix 2.1  
Ashley Cumming, Assistant Professor of Music, Murray State University 
DM, Indiana University 
 
Dr. Ashley Cumming is the Assistant Professor of Horn at Murray State University. 
Hailing from Cambridge, Ontario, performance experience includes principal horn with 
the COSI Opera Orchestra in Italy and Columbus Indiana Philharmonic and freelance 
horn with the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, UANL Symphony Orchestra in Mexico 
and Orchestre de la Francophonie in Quebec. Recital appearances include the 
International Horn Society Conference in New York, International Women’s Brass 
Conference in Michigan, Midwest Horn Workshop in Wisconsin, and the K-W Chamber 
Music Society in Ontario. Ashley was also a concerto soloist with the Sooke 
Philharmonic in British Columbia, the Kitchener Waterloo Symphony Youth Orchestra in 
Ontario and Jr. All-State Band in Indiana. Touring the United States with Spark Brass, 
Ashley performs concerts and educational programs with the acclaimed quintet. Their 
first album "Carnaval to the Music Hall" was released in 2015. She has previously held 
collegiate positions throughout Indiana and maintains an active private studio. Ashley 
holds a Doctorate of Music from Indiana University where she studied with Jeff Nelsen, 
Dale Clevenger and natural horn with Rick Seraphinoff. She also holds degrees from 
Wilfrid Laurier University and University of Victoria and performed in prestigious 
programs such as the Banff Centre for the Performing Arts Summer Masterclasses, and 




BJ [00:00:00] Welcome Ashley, thank you, so just to get started, would you mind to 
describe really quickly what your musical upbringing was like and what your first 
experiences were with music?  
 
AC [00:00:11] Well, sure. I'm the first person in my family to have an interest in music 
other than like my grandfather singing in a church choir. So my musical education was 
pretty limited other than singing in school choirs and playing in the school band, 
eventually. I started getting some private lessons in high school and started playing in a 
youth orchestra, which was pretty influential for me because I was playing with mostly 
college performance majors. And then I went on to have all my degrees in horn 
performance. So I did a lot of performing and freelancing before moving to full time 
teaching.  
 




AC [00:01:00] Oh, God... I think, you know, a lot of it was... At that time was, you know, 
buying CDs and listening to various orchestras. And it was really orchestral music. So 
whether it was, you know, Chicago Symphony, Montreal Symphony, you know, all those 
obscure orchestras records... You can afford the CDs when you don't know any better.  
 
BJ [00:01:35] You mentioned that you got your degrees in performance. So can you tell 
me a little bit about your experience as an undergrad? What were your lessons like and 
what sorts of things did you focus on?  
 
AC [00:01:48] Yeah, so lessons were an hour, the first year, and then an hour and a half 
after that as an undergrad. We spent... We probably did a couple of etudes a week. We 
did not focus on scales. I'm sure somewhere in there we were like supposed to learn 
them, there was a scary tune that we did. Did a fair bit of excerpts and probably one or 
two solos per semester and a couple studies as we went. Chamber music was a pretty 
regular part of my performing and education. And I would say almost every year I was 
involved in at least one chamber ensemble and I was always playing in an orchestra at 
school, that was our top ensemble. And then I played in the youth orchestra for... I don't 
know if it was the whole time, but at least a few years, I continued to play in the 
orchestra, they kind of shaped me. Went a lot of masterclasses, like I went to a lot, like at 
different universities and stuff.  
 
BJ [00:02:52] Where did you do your undergrad?  
 
AC [00:02:54] Wilfrid Laurier University, which is in Ontario. 
 
BJ [00:02:59] Oh, that’s right, I forgot you’re from Canada. What's something that you 
think you understand now about either music or performing or both that you wish you 
had known when you were 19?  
 
AC [00:03:11] That's a good question. I think, a general one that I never really thought 
about actually until recently was someone said... Made an analogy recently and they're 
like painters don't just go paint Mona Lisa all the time and writers don't just write a copy 
of Shakespeare over and over. Like, why do we keep just playing what's on the page? 
Like we're musicians, we shouldn't just be copying with somebody else did, you know... 
And I think that that's really eye opening. And I think in the last 10 plus years, really 
focusing on musicality and having freedom of expression that is beyond what's on the 
page. I did my dissertation on orchestral auditions and had several... At least two 
experiences related to me where people played, quote unquote, perfect auditions and 
didn't win because somebody else was more musical and kind of brought more magic. So 
I think that, that the music transcends the notes. 
 
BJ [00:04:15] Yeah. And that's a big sort of focus of what I am talking about... I think, 
you know, in the band director world, there's some hip lingo about playing around notes. 
And I think what people are often talking about are all the expressive markings that are 
on the page. But what I'm trying to do is go a step beyond that and talk about the 
expressive qualities that are not written on the page. You know, how do you know to 
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make this phrase get louder when there's no direction from the composer? You know, and 
that's the kind of stuff that I'm sort of addressing. So I'm curious how you approach 
lyrical phrasing when you're playing either solo or with an ensemble, you know, I'm sure 
there's a little bit of a difference between the two. I'm just curious what your method is. 
 
AC [00:05:08] Yeah, well, there's... I mean, there's several things that I do. One of the 
things and it kind of depends on the context, but like one of the things that's really helpful 
is that I work on storytelling and I teach my students to do storytelling. And it's a lot 
easier to get louder and make it move faster if it's like a point of action in a story. Right. 
If you think that you're reaching some big climax in what's happening that helps make a 
crescendo makes sense, you know what I mean? Or if somebody is tumbling down the 
hill, like that helps make that passage make more sense. So I use that a lot. And it has to 
be pretty descriptive. It has to. And I work through my students going, you know, like, 
"ok, is it a day or night?", you know, "modern day", "past", you know, all of those things. 
And that they should be able to tell me within a piece like where we are in the story. That 
helps a lot when I was preparing for professional auditions, because if you think about 
how you're phrasing like what makes the difference between Brahms and Beethoven, 
right? If they're not that far apart in years, but how do you make one a different kind of 
expressivity as another one and having a slightly different plot? They're not all love 
stories like Guy meets girl, you know, finding a way to show some differences and 
feelings there makes a really big difference. And so we often work through that process 
in the studio. I also will work on... If it's more general, and sometimes I think having 
gone through that process really deliberately, maybe 10 years ago, helps me maybe do it 
more organically now. But I often talk to my students. A lot of people think about colors, 
and it's one thing to say, you know, this passage is pink and here it's blue. But I'm like, 
well, what paint are you painting with? What paint brush your painting with? Like, the 
opening is all watercolors don't switch to acrylic for this forte. You know, when I using 
metallic paint or...  
 
BJ [00:07:11] Comes in four hundred different shades, every color has many different 
shades and transparency, I mean, it can be very ambiguous. 
 
AC [00:07:21] Yeah. So I can, I can use that like when I'm talking about like say 
dynamics and phrasing, like I can talk about how, how opaque the paint is, you know, 
and how, how well I can see through it and how transparent. But then the other... I think 
the other thing that I do too, and I do this is with my students a lot as we work on 
phrasing by... Sometimes going through pretty deliberate exercises, but I do this with 
them a lot in like Mozart and myself is like finding the high point of every musical phrase 
and then finding the high point of the passage. So to kind of do the phrase like what I'll 
often do is I literally go through and put like asterisks above the most kind of important 
note that each phrase is leading towards. And if they don't know or I don't know, I'll try it 
four or five times in a row, very deliberately and maybe a little bit excessively freezing to 
that point, and then I'll say to them, OK, which one do you like the best? I'll do that, 
which one do you like the best? Because that helps them kind of figure that out. And then 
I'll go through and I'll do a bit of a scan and be like, OK, what's the biggest point in this 
section? You know, is there a hint dynamically? Is there a hint with range? You know, is 
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there a hint with the meter that helps? And so kind of that scan usually helps and then I 
can transfer that over to them or for myself that helps me get there. And then the other 
thing is, is that and this might sound weird, but I switch meter sometimes like so I think 
the perfect example when you're talking about, like, the lyrical phrasing, what do you do 
beyond what's on the page, I think of Mozart all the time. So Mozart, I think is actually 
one of the earliest romantic composers.  
 
BJ [00:09:05] Oh, sure. Yeah.  
 
AC [00:09:06] You know, and so I, I think Mozart changes drastically, for example, and 
even Strauss concerti changed drastically when you think of them in duple meter instead 
of 4/4. And so I'll try and change the melodic pulse, you know, or the rhythmic pulse and 
see what happens when we start putting in phrasing. I always say different emphasis on a 
different syllable.  
 
BJ [00:09:35] One thing that I'm sure like... So my project first deals with the melody 
and then looking at harmony and other factors like tempo. And so you brought up finding 
the peak moments of the phrase. And so like I'm sort of looking at that from several 
different angles. Sometimes that can be informed by the rhythm. You know, if you're 
looking an 8-bar phrase and it's mostly half notes and quarter notes, but somewhere in the 
phrase there are two 8th notes to me, the whole passage is probably leading to those 8th 
notes because they're different right? There's something about that the composer wanted 
to create some emotional response there. And trying to get students to see things like that 
and recognize that and be able to create something almost at sight or maybe on the 
second or the third read of something, you know, OK, I've heard this, definitely the 
melody I need to do something here. Instead of the conductor having to say, OK, this is 
this, this and this. You have the melody, let's play it. OK, let's do x,y,z and you spend 
twenty minutes trying to create a phrase when they know how to do it. It's just getting 
around to get out of your head about it a little bit more and look for clues on the paper. 
Sometimes it may be the consumer on the line, you know, there's the highest notes and 
the loudest note and sometimes that works, sometimes it doesn't. And just trying to at 
least develop some type of toolkit that they can sort of pull from to try. Because I think 
this... I was really turned on to this idea the first time I was working with the wind 
symphony at UK, you know, and that's a group that has doctoral students and master's 
students and a few really strong undergrads. And even they were struggling to create a 
phrase after the second or third read of something. And I thought there has to be a way to 
get at least a collection of possibilities that people can pull from before they find the right 
thing. That's kind of where all of this came from. I'm curious, like the things that you just 
talked about that you do when you're teaching, is that stuff that you think you just sort of 
picked up from your teachers and from other performers, or are there materials or sources 
that you've used that really focus on that type of training?  
 
AC [00:11:57] Some are definitely pulling for specific teachers for sure. Like, I can point 
to a few that I remember saying the idea, but they might not be the only person saying the 
idea. You know, the idea of the storytelling, for example, comes pretty strongly from Jeff 
Nelson from Canadian Brass. And he has like kind of a worksheet that, like you can work 
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through and a couple of pages of verbs and action, you know, action words and stuff that 
you can use as inspiration. Like he has a very deliberate process that you can use to get 
started if you haven't been part of it before. And that helps a lot for sure. But, yeah, some 
of it is I mean, anecdotal. It's thinking about, you know, just lessons that we've had or 
master classes have gone to and just something that someone says in rehearsal and you 
take it and you run with it. Like Gail Williams, who was a really famous horn teacher and 
player in Chicago, like one of the most famous soloists for Horn, always talks about 
colors and I was like, that's not enough for me. Like, blue isn't enough to get me like... 
but then I started thinking about it and I'm like, oh, but what if, you know, so... 
 
BJ [00:13:18] Interesting. Everyone that I've talked to, struggles to give any specifics and 
not really point to a specific place where these ideas come from and I'm the same way, 
like, I have very specific ideas about the way I approach phrasing but I am not sure I can 
pinpoint exactly where these ideas came from. And because I don't want to get credit for 
something that I picked up from other people along the way. I'm just trying to figure that 
out.  
 
AC [00:13:56] I could probably give you a name for most of this or at least one person 
that has told me that. Well, the first person maybe not, but maybe at that time when it 
clicked.  
 
BJ [00:14:05] All right. So how do you teach your students? I think... I'm just reading my 
questions. How do you teach them to make better artistic choices? So you've talked about 
creating a story and how... I guess maybe what's... How do you help them develop 
confidence in their choices? Because I think sometimes we get very flat performances 
from students, mostly because they're afraid, they're worried or nervous to make a 
mistake. Like, I didn't play that crescendo exactly right. So they just don't do it, you 
know... 
 
AC [00:14:36] Yeah. I mean, in lessons, I often tell them explicitly sometimes when they 
play like you have permission to miss every note. That explicit permission means that 
usually they don't miss any. And I often talk to them very frequently about how we're 
very note obsessed. And I'm like, don't worry, we're going to get to the notes like we do it 
all the time. We're obsessed with that all the time, like let go of that part for a second and 
go free for a gesture or whatever. And it doesn't mean that we're not going to make sure 
that we have the right notes. But a lot of times for me, a musical thought dictates 
technique.  
 
BJ [00:15:19] In the band director world, we're also very technique driven. I spent 
several years teaching in one of the states where it's probably at its most finite. I was just 
trying to get everybody to be exactly correct all the time with so much focus on vertical 
alignment.  
 
AC [00:15:32] Right. But I mean for my students and I think it's worse even now than 10, 
20 years ago, many are dealing with crippling anxiety in life and in music. And to be able 
to give them, for example, a story to tell actually is a major ladder to get over the hurdle 
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of performance anxiety, because if you have something stronger then don't screw up 
going through your head, like if you can see a movie going on and you're playing the 
soundtrack and you're thinking about, you know, telling that story, that can be more 
transcendent, especially if you think about the type of learners that our students are. If 
you're a visual learner, if you know what I mean... And you do things you know, very 
visually, that might be more exciting than like looking at a black and white page and that 
can help take you beyond. So I've had a lot of success with that.  
 
BJ [00:16:35] And my last question was, just, again, if you have any reference materials 
that you've pointed to in your teaching or in your own development, that focus 
specifically on artistry or the development of that, I would love for you to share those 
with me. You don't have to do it right at this moment. But if you think of something and 
want to shoot me an email, that'd be great. I'm finding things that support what I'm 
saying. I'm trying to find things that also support it from a more individualistic 
standpoint. Like I'm finding composers and conductors who are writing about this. I'm 
having more difficulty finding information from performers that write about this. And I 
think it's hard to write about something that's so very personal sometimes. And it's also, 
you know, something that's not really scientific because it's more intrinsic, I think.  
 
AC [00:17:29] Well, what's the performance function? So I'm not going to bother writing 
it down unless I'm teaching. And if I'm the top of the line performer, I'm probably 
focusing more on my performance or the immediate people in front of me than thinking 
about writing a book. Like, you know, who's writing in the horn journals? It's like 
collegiate teachers get tenure, you know what I mean?  
 
BJ [00:17:52] I even think about, you know, having spent so long teaching in the public 
schools, you know, I even think back to the method books that we use in teaching 
beginners. Never talk about, you know, the feeling behind something. Like, what is this 
crescendo feel like? What does this articulation feel like? Why would you choose to 
make an accent here instead of...? You know what I mean? It doesn't really talk about that 
side of things. So that's, you know, something, maybe I would love to get to something. 
Not right now for sure, but maybe ten years down the road when my life is like altogether 
and I've got time. It's like creating a method book that also, you know, focuses on the 
technique but also envelops more artistic training from the beginning. I think that's one 
reason that singers sometimes get that side of it more quickly than we do because they 
don't get caught up in reading notation so early. And then, of course, that becomes a 
hindrance later on, I think, for them. And string players is kind of similar, too, because at 
first it's, you know, the music on the pages, this is the real thing, we're going to get to 
later, right now we just want to play, you know, but we don't do that in band. And it 
serves us to have better readers, I think. Stronger rhythm and better site readers. But I 
worry that we sometimes leave behind the human quality of the music, and we leave that 
to students to find on their own. And sometimes they don't know how to do that.  
 
AC [00:19:24] Yeah, you know, just one last resource might be helpful for you. And I 
can't remember if it's exactly in there or not. But Jeff Grill, who is a horn teacher at the 
University of Iowa, a former current teacher, has a book in improv games for classical 
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musicians, and it's in our library. But I actually use some of his stuff in my studio. But I 
did it in quite a state class this year and it went over really well where we went around 
the circle and it's a circle of moods. And it was just like be... Like one of them is like, be 
brave, be, you know, sad, be pompous, be excited, you know what I mean? And it was 
like no notes, no direction. You just had to, like, show that mood. And get away from the 
page and, with high school students, and they were like totally weirded out probably at 
first, you know, but they actually were really successful. And so they had a lot of fun 
doing it. But like something like that, where it takes you away from the notes on the page 
and just thinks about the musical expression and what that might sound like was actually 
really, really helpful and successful.  
 
BJ [00:20:33] So that's all the questions I have. I want to thank you for your time and 
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BJ [00:01:19] OK, so let me just start with my questions here. So, my first question is 
just if you can concisely describe your musical upbringing, what were your first 
experiences with music?  
 
AM [00:01:45] Well, I was raised by super nerdy parents that always had NPR on in the 
car. So classical music was what we were surrounded by growing up rather than top 40. I 
started playing clarinet because it was the only time I ever heard my dad say, "Just try it. 
If you don't like it, you can quit". He'd never said that about anything before... 
 
BJ [00:02:08] it was a safe choice.  
 
AM [00:02:09] Yeah, well, but it was the whole like I always wish I had done it. 
Everybody seemed like they were having so much fun. So you should try it. If you don't 
like it, you can quit. Plus, they were busy trying to figure out what my thing was, my 
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sister had already found hers, so that's where I went. I think my gateway drug was 
probably movie soundtracks, definitely had a super John Williams phase in high school 
that morphed into everything else classical. And my parents luckily sort of stumbled into 
finding me great teachers along the way. I started with a local clarinet teacher, but then 
ended up studying with Steve Barta, who is the principal of the Baltimore Symphony. 
When I was still in high school, we would drive up there every couple of weeks. And 
yeah, that sort of opened up the connections for everything else for the rest of my career, 
because he was a student of Robert Marcellus and there's this whole network of people 
who were at Northwestern or wherever at the time when Marcellus was there. So, yeah, I 
listened to the Beatles as a kid because of my dad, but I listen to everything else in the 
classical world because it was on in the car as we drove the hour to get my sister to her 
ballet lessons.  
 
BJ [00:03:23] That kind of segues pretty well to the next question. So, what performers 
have inspired you? Well, I guess first, what performers sort of inspired you to be a 
professional musician and then maybe what performers are inspiring you still today?  
 
AM [00:03:39] Um, well, like I said, I had a super John Williams phase. So just listening 
to even the Boston Pops and whatever orchestra that used to make the soundtracks, which 
I know is not necessarily the Boston Pops, but I had a whole, like, stack of CDs because 
it was the 90s, you know... 
 
BJ [00:03:55] I have huge like folio that's this thick that has like 300 CDs. I just came 
across it the other day when I was unpacking something and like... I wish I had the time 
to just, like, rip them all to my computer.  
 
AM [00:04:09] I keep meaning to digitize everything. But who has the time and where do 
you put it? Because the platform is going to change. So like, yeah. So yeah, I listened to a 
lot of that. And then when I started studying with Mr. Barta, he was the one who steered 
me towards Robert Marcellus, which meant the Cleveland Orchestra that's sort of like 
the.... you know, a lot of clarinetists are either like Cleveland with Marcellus or Philly 
with, what's his name? I can't remember, but I am definitely from the Cleveland and 
Robert Marcellus School of Playing. My teacher, my undergrad study with him a little 
bit, but it was still very much in that vein. So we all sort of gravitated that way. I was 
lucky enough to go to IU as an undergrad, which means there were a thousand and five 
concerts to go to all of the time just to hear my peers play. I mean, there were three 
bands, five orchestras, and they did six operas a year. And I don't even know how many 
ballets they went to. But, you know, we weren't required to do to go to any of them, but 
most of us went to as many as we could just because they couldn't require us to go to all. 
So I heard all of the live things. We all knew how to sneak into the performing arts center 
there. So when somebody like Andre Watts came and we couldn't get tickets, we knew 
how to sneak  
 




AM [00:05:30] It was going into the basement where the rehearsal halls were and then 
like taking the freight elevator up to the balcony where they hadn't sold all the seats yet. 
And oh, yeah, no, there was totally a way to sneak in, you know.  
 
BJ [00:05:41] Well, and again, your answers are good because my next question was just 
a little description about your undergraduate experience. What was your major? What 
were your lessons like?  
 
AM [00:05:54] All my degrees are in performance, which still flummoxes some students 
around here. They're like "not education? But why are you teaching?" Because I can. So, 
yeah, I mean, in Indiana, there were three Clarinet teachers and they treated us kind of as 
one big studio and we did kind of switch around a bit. Even though I signed up to study 
with one particular teacher, but Thursday night masterclasses were built around the whole 
studio, so you never played for your own teacher. So we were all sort of mixed in that 
way. It was great and horrible all at the same time. I knew that I wanted to go to a school 
where I was no longer top dog because I got really tired of it. In high school, I went to a 
small high school on the eastern shore of Maryland with no band program, and there were 
not strong programs in the area and I was tired of sitting at the top and being bored. So I 
got what I wanted, but there was definitely a disconnect in my undergrad between 
younger students that maybe needed some more work on the fundamentals and then 
teaching artistry. My teacher didn't always connect those two. And so there were some 
fundamental things in my playing that got a little bit missed. And so then those little 
fundamental gaps, the older I got became chasms that just caused a lot of issues that then 
got fixed in my graduate degrees. But it was a little bit rough near the end because there 
were such big holes for... He was trying to teach an artist, but the artist had some 
fundamental issues which weren't supporting good playing and therefore endurance and 
musicianship and good sound production and all that stuff. So it was great for a while 
until it was awful, you know, but it got better.  
 
BJ [00:07:41] What is something that you understand now about performing or music in 
general that you wish you understood better when you were an undergraduate?  
 
AM [00:07:56] I mean, a lot of the bigger issues I had were fundamental things, which, 
like my endurance, was just always shut, because I was playing on equipment that wasn't 
helping, but because I was playing on equipment that wasn't helping, I couldn't produce a 
good sound and what I thought I was doing wasn't what was actually happening. So it 
took a while for my abilities to catch up to where I thought things were. In terms of just 
musicianship, I mean, unfortunately, some of that just takes time. I remember having a 
teacher, Steve Barta, I started with him in high school. I think it was the excerpt from 
Brahms, three or two, that big famous clarinet excerpts and he just stopped me once and 
he was like, you just haven't suffered enough, have you? I'm sorry, I'm 16. What do you 
want? I know.  
 
BJ [00:08:45] Sure. I mean, from my experience, my professional experience has mostly 
been teaching high school students. So, I mean, you're exactly right. There is a level of 
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emotional connection to music that's hard for them because they just haven't experienced 
that many emotional things to draw from. So that makes it hard.  
 
AM [00:09:06] Another thing that makes it hard for students is because they always feel 
like they have to earn some sort of a great like every time they're in front of us, there's a 
point value at stake. And so there's always this question in their playing of am I doing 
this right? And we want them to present "this is how I think this should go". So, you 
know, it's hard to get them to tell us how they think it should go rather than am I doing 
this right? Do you want the crescendo here or... Yeah?  
 
BJ [00:09:33] So kind of focusing now a little bit more on the specific topic of the study. 
How do you approach like lyrical phrasing as a performer?  
 
AM [00:09:47] My dissertation kind of brushed up against this from what I did. I started 
with... Well, I did one of her week long courses over the summer, and then I actually 
went out to interview her for my dissertation. But Marianne Ploger, who up until recently 
taught down at Vanderbilt, she's actually still close by. Her whole study in musicianship 
started with realizing that the gap between people who have perfect pitch or absolute 
pitch or whatever you want to call it, have a very sort of scientific reaction to hearing 
something. You play to notes and they can tell you exactly which ones they are. And 
those of us that have relative pitch tend to identify it by an emotional or descriptive 
something. And she thought there absolutely has to be a way for us all to meet in the 
middle. What is it that we're hearing that says notes to one person but says bittersweet to 
another person? Like what is that to do in between? And so she's developed this whole 
method of teaching to help students, regardless of whether they have absolute pitch or 
relative pitch. Look at a piece of music, play a piece of music and figure out how to make 
it musical based on what we as humans consider musical, because, OK, why does it make 
sense for you to lean into this note and relax here? Why does that sound so natural to us? 
Well, it's because harmonically there's tension here and then there's a resolution. So 
obviously lean into that. But it can even get down into like, well, from here to here, it was 
a minor third... it was a minor third up, but minor thirds always sort of resist that upward 
motion. So don't crescendo too hard into that. But then this one feels like it should pull 
down. So go ahead and lean into that one because it's a major second stepping down or 
something. There are many more layers than that. But I basically applied all of her 
principles to the first movement of the Mozart Clarinet Concerto, and it in some ways 
reinforced how it had had been traditionally taught and in other ways sort of went against 
like "we always do this here, but actually, what if we tried doing this because this is a 
tritone and it shouldn't be louder than the other thing over there". So, yeah. So I try to 
introduce that with students as early as possible because there are plenty of things just... 
If you just tell them to trust that feeling of like "something is crunchy here", they don't 
have to know what's causing the crunch yet, if they don't have the theory explanation for 
that. But if it's crunchy, well, then lean into it. And then when it stops being crunchy back 
off and for the sake of musicianship, make that a bigger gesture than you think you 




BJ [00:12:27] Is your approach the same or different when you're playing as a part of an 
ensemble versus a solo?  
 
AM [00:12:35] It's the same, but I'm more cognizant of my role in this situation. So, you 
know, if I'm playing second clarinet in an orchestra, even if I disagree with whoever's 
playing first, I'm going to follow the line that they tell me. But if the roles are reversed, 
then it's my job to, you know, be the section leader and to do something that way. You 
know, playing in a military band, I was one of however many clarinetists, so, yeah, we 
kind of had to do our own thing, but we had to do it as a choir. So a piano in a clarinet 
ensemble is way softer than if it's just a pair of us in an orchestra, which is softer than if 
it's just me on stage with the piano or me on stage by myself. So it's the same principles. 
But you also have to mix it with the role you play in that particular ensemble at the time. 
 
BJ [00:13:26] And to give you just a little more detail about what my approach is. My 
approach is very pragmatic. I mean, like I said, I've spent a lot of my time with younger 
musicians and even this whole idea sort of came into my mind when I was working with 
the wind ensemble at the University of Kentucky because I was surprised when I played, 
you know, we rehearsed and performed a lyrical piece, how much work I, as the 
conductor, had to do to get, you know, a group that has doctoral students and master's 
students and, you know, really strong undergrads still identify the phrases and create 
something that wasn't printed on the page. And I know a lot of... A lot of colleagues talk 
about, you know, reading around the notes, you know, that's kind of a lingo thing. But I 
still think they're often talking about what are the articulation markings that are there? 
What are the expressive markings that are on the page? And I think I'm reaching beyond 
that and saying what's not on the page? Like, why do we have to do that's not there? And 
I'm trying to create a suggested sort of guide of things. So, you know, for example, if 
you're looking at an eight-bar phrase, that's all half notes and quarter notes, but in the 
middle of the phrase, there's a grouping of four-eighth notes. Then as a group, we want to 
push towards those eighth notes because that's the most interesting, you know what I 
mean? Getting students to see things like that. You know, look at it rhythmically. Look at 
it, counter wise, how did the notes move from one to the next? How do I fit within? You 
know, if I'm not the melody, I am supporting the melody. And if so, where should I bring 
it? You know, trying to create something that... There's sort of like a checklist of things 
that when you don't know what to do, start with this list. And if you can get... Because, 
you know, when you look at an ensemble, like you said, you know to listen to the person 
next to you, but sometimes our younger students don't know. They don't do that or they 
don't know how.  
 
AM [00:15:22] Their so lost in their own part that they can't. They don't... 
 
BJ [00:15:24] Right. Right. So can you think of anything and you mentioned one when 
you were working on your dissertation, but can you think of anything else, any other 
materials or methods or anything that you might have used that maybe supported some of 




AM [00:15:46] There's a whole bunch of other stuff that I do as an oral skills teacher and 
clarinet teacher, too. But whenever we count rhythm's, I do not let them use a zombie 
robot voice. If we're performing rhythms, they do not ever get to sit there and go one, two 
and three for one... And one of the first things we start with is I don't have them conduct 
either, although conducting does show a meter pattern, young students, that tends to drag 
them down. So we track the meter on our laps and have like different patterns for 
different beats. And we talk about the hierarchy and how downbeats are usually the 
heaviest part. And, you know, in a quadruple meter it's one and then three and then two 
and four. So they have to count it that way. They have to one, two and three four. One... 
And they have to use this modulating voice where, you know, I tell them to, like, pretend 
you're talking to a small child or a small furry animal. How would you count it to them? 
You would not use this creepy like one, two... It sounds like I'm starting a cult when the 
whole class chant that way and it freaks me out. So I insist on having some sort of 
modulated... Like don't sing it on a pitch, that singing is a different part of class. And 
that's the first stuff that I tell my clarinet players to when I hand you a new piece of music 
and say, OK, here's your piece, you don't get to touch the clarinet. The first thing you 
have to do is count everything and use the hierarchy of the measure to start the very 
earliest steps of musicianship. If there's something that leads to a downbeat, you're 
counting should lead to that downbeat and then they have to go through and solfege the 
notes and that’s because I'm evil and horrible. And then they get to play it on clarinet. But 
that sort of puts the beginning parts of it there already. At the very least, if you don't 
know what else to do, show me what the meter is. Play the meter. If it's the whole notes, 
well tell me that each of them is one measure by itself and they're somehow linked 
together. If you ever have a held note, don't just sit on the thing.  
 
BJ [00:17:41] And so, yeah, the guide that I'm trying to create is telling them, if it's a 
long note, does it grow or does it decay? It's going to do one or the other. It's never going 
to be the same. And how do you make those decisions? Like how do you decide? Well, 
it's based on where it's placed in the phrase, you know, if it's mid phrase, it's probably 
growing. It's probably going somewhere. Or if it's at a half cadence, you know, you can 
bring it. If it's at a half cadence, it might decay because maybe there's going to be a little 
break in the phrase before the next. What if there's not a break? Then maybe it should 
grow. You know, just trying to give them things to think through so... That doesn't 100 
percent fall on the conductor and I totally get that it's all subjective. And, you know, 
there's a huge disclaimer on the first page of my study that says, "it's OK for everybody to 
make whatever choice they want". But I think that we should be teaching students and 
coaching students to make choices that make musical sense. 
 
AM [00:18:41] And I always tell my students... 
 
BJ [00:18:43] Say, this is why, you know, you have to say, "I'm doing this because...".  
 
AM [00:18:46] Yeah, yeah, yeah. I always tell my students the only wrong choice is 
doing nothing at all. Yeah. And if I disagree with your choice, we'll have a conversation 




BJ [00:18:55] We'll try it multiple ways and then decide what sounds to the best. Yeah, 
for sure. One more question about teaching. So, can you describe a couple of ways that 
you teach your clarinet students to make better artistic choices when they're performing 
something that's maybe slow or lyrical, you know, or even a lyrical portion of a larger 
work or something like that?  
 
AM [00:19:23] Well, like I said, we start with a rhythm and different students work 
different ways. There are some students who can tell you like an exact detailed story of 
what happens in the piece, or at least their picture of it, in which case I try to, you know, 
get them to tell me that and then, OK, well, if this is the sword fighting scene, can you 
make it sound more like sword fighting? Because right now it sounds like they have pool 
noodles and they're just like smacking each other. I had one student who I don't know if 
he was actually synesthetic, but everything was a color. And I said, OK, well, if this is 
orange right now, it's kind of pale. Can you make it look like the bolder orange you 
described? And how would you do that? For some people, it's just a mood or an adjective 
or something, but it can't just be "well, I was just trying remember where my fingers go". 
You already know that; you've been playing long enough. You don't need to worry about 
fingerings anymore. What does this do? And yeah, a lot of them... Either I'll have them 
come up with a couple of different ways to play something and see what they like, or I 
won't tell them what I'm going to do, but I'll play it a couple of different ways. They, first 
of all, have to describe what I did differently each time and then tell me which one they 
thought was more musical and why. And if I hear one more clarinet player say, well, it 
gets louder as it goes up, I'm going to throw punches, the instrument does get louder as it 
goes up. But that doesn't mean that's always what we should do. 
 
BJ [00:20:39] That's an option.  
 
AM [00:20:40] It's an option, but it's not always what you should do. 
 
BJ [00:20:43] if you want to accentuate the contours of the line, then, yes, that's an 
option. But what if you're going up to a point of rest? You don't want to get louder; you 
want to get softer.  
 
AM [00:20:54] And also why are you letting the instrument, the inanimate object, dictate 
what you're doing?  
 
BJ [00:20:59] For sure. And I think, you know, I think another thing, aside from that 
experience I had when I was working with the college group at UK, you know, I see, you 
know, having taught in Texas and in Texas, we're very methodical. You know, there's 
some really great examples of fine teaching and how to get your group to sound perfectly 
in alignment. But there's that element of the emotional quality and the artistry sometimes 
gets left out because we get so caught up as band directors and making everything sound 
like... Everything lined up and be technically correct. And I don't know that our method 
books, that we start students on, really teach how to... I mean, yes, it says what a 
crescendo is, but what's the function of a crescendo? It's not just to get louder, it's to 




AM [00:21:56] The one thing we talk about is the shape of crescendos. On the page 
there, you know, the little finale lines. But that's not usually what we do. Usually it stays 
softer and then it flares out at the very end. And once you explain that to a student, they 
kind of like, oh yeah...  
 
BJ [00:22:10] Or it could do the opposite, if you're in a whole note situation and then 
there's like a syncopated rhythm at the end of the crescendo, you might crescendo more at 
the beginning. So that syncopated rhythm cuts through, you know, trying...  
 
AM [00:22:25] But it's not always just a straight up or straight down. Yeah.  
 
BJ [00:22:29] So I'm really trying to come up with a way that I can take these ideas and 
make them concise and say, "here, teacher, if you don't do anything with your ensemble, 
here's something you can at least give them that gives them a guiding pass starting point 
of what to do". So hearing from people like you that teach students individually every 
day, I think is very important because, you know, they're going to bring to the ensemble 
experience what they're doing there. But I also do think... Sometimes there's a disconnect 
between that, too. There's like, well, I play this way for my clarinet teacher, but I play 
this way in band. You know, it's a different approach. And well, yes, we do have to sort 
of nuance that a little bit when you're playing... 
 
AM [00:23:11] But there should be volume differences. Yeah, Nick and I talked about 
the other day because it seemed like everything he was playing, he was sucking in and he 
was like, well, I just came from wind ensemble. I was like, OK, when you're playing one 
of nine. Yeah, you can't go full Nick on everything, but you're now here playing an 
unaccompanied piece. Go full, Nick.  
 
BJ [00:23:29] Yeah, OK, well, great. And just my last question. Do you recommend any 
reference materials that might focus on that artistry side of things that you know of in the 
clarinet teaching world? 
 
AM [00:23:45] Well, Maryanne Ploger actually finally published her book recently. I 
have a copy of it at home, if you want to look at it and I can send you a link to it. I can't 
remember what it's called. Intentional musicianship or something like that. So it's not 
clarinet specific. It's just a musicianship thing. I'm trying to think, I mean, a lot of the 
stuff in the clarinet world is very... When it gets clarinet specific, it's technique specific 
driven. But a lot of other stuff that I have used as a supplemental to it are things like "The 
musician’s way.” It's behind me on that shelf somewhere. And it is a mix of how you 
should practice things and how you should... So practicing for the mastery of things, but 
also for the musicianship of things. I'm also surprised at how many students just don't 
listen to other music and listen to artists better than them. And I can't tell you how many 
times I've had a student come in and play a solo completely almost backwards and say, 
OK, what's your favorite recording of this? And they just stare at me blankly like, oh, I 




BJ [00:24:55] Or they heard some high school kid on YouTube playing it like... 
 
AM [00:24:58] And I have a whole thing on canvas that we do every semester about how 
you pick recordings instead of just blindly Googling it on Spotify or whatever, like how 
do you choose stuff that is good and choose more than once so you don't just get stuck in 
one person's interpretation of it, because this one should be yours, not theirs. 
 
BJ [00:25:17] That's another reason I wanted to speak to like a vocal, either a choral 
conductor or a vocal teacher, because I feel like sometimes vocal ensembles are able to 
get to this stuff sooner because they're not as bogged down by technique, I don't think... 
Because there's not as much mechanical things to sort of get in their way. And I've 
always thought... I mean, it's I think it's just a general trend that, you know, wind players, 
especially winds and percussion, are a little bit more rhythmically solid and technically 
solid. And then, you know, our string players, because notation is the real thing for them 
for so long. You know, they just play the music and then... And it's the same, I think, for 
choral people in a way, too, because they start producing sound and performing before 
they really learn how to read. But it's just so opposite for us, you know... 
 
AM [00:26:11] And a lot of times they're taught by echoing to, so they're so used to 
seeking out "why I need to know what it sounds like before? I can make it sound". 
Whereas I'm constantly telling clarinet players, you know, you can't just push the buttons, 
you have to listen to what just came out of your instrument, too. Just because your fingers 
are in the right place doesn't mean the pitch was correct.  
 
BJ [00:26:28] Yeah, exactly. Well, that's all the questions that I have. I really appreciate 
your time. And I think hopefully this is something that you can add to your list of things 
for your tenure review. I don't know if helping provide support for someone else is 
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BJ [00:00:02] One of the formalities that I have to do UK just letting you know that we're 
talking, what the research project is and that I would like to use you as a reference in my 
document. So if you're OK with that, I'm just getting your verbal consent. We don't have 
to do any signatures. 
 
KD [00:00:19] Yes.  
 
BJ [00:00:20] Because there's not really any harm here through Zoom. I don't know how 
to send some things through, like viruses or anything like that, so we should be good to 
go.  
 
KD [00:00:31] Sounds good.  
 
BJ [00:00:32] So just for me, if you don't mind, just to tell me a little bit about you and 
what got you started as a composer and what you're doing these days.  
 
KD [00:00:45] Sure thing. How I sort of got into music was initially through my parents, 
they were sort of my introduction to all of that. But it wasn't classical music. My dad was 
a hip hop producer, in the late 1980s in Southern California, and my mom was a gospel 
singer or she is a gospel singer and they're both from West Virginia. And so they had me 
in West Virginia before moving to Texas. And then I grew up in Texas, spent my whole 
life there before I eventually left to go to Georgia for school. So during all that time, I 
was definitely immersed in the hip hop gospel world, growing up. And then when I got 
into a band, I wanted to join the band. Then that was my entryway into kind of classical 
music and into orchestra and things like that, I wanted to be a saxophonist, but there are 
too many saxophones, tends to be the problem at a lot of places. So they put me on this 
thing called a euphonium. I didn't know what it was, but I thought it was pretty cool. So I 
played that through middle school band and then in the high school band as well. I 
marched and then... I also marched tuba. I learned how to play tuba during the time as 
well. But while I was doing all that, I was... My first instrument was really piano. That's 
really what I gravitated towards as a kid. And, you know, in a way kind of sort of self-
taught how to play piano as far as like gospel jazz stuff. And then learned how to read 
music and stuff like that. While I was learning tuba and euphonium in band, I was also 
learning piano stuff, but not like classical stuff. So I was sort of doing all this at the same 
time. Composition was sort of a thing that I was always curious about, but I didn't really 
know if I wanted to do it initially. But my dad was sort of my way into composing. He 
was a producer, so he showed me just the basics of sort of writing a song, writing a track. 
You have a bass line, you have rhythm, you have chords, you have a melody. So that was 
sort of my entryway into that. And once I got into college and into, well, really high 
school college, that's when I started getting more into classical music and scores and 
wanting to... Try to write my own music. And it's a thing that I just got a lot of passion 
about as time went on. And so I decided I was going to continue performing. I went into 
my undergrad at TCU as a tuba euphonium performance major. And then about halfway 
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through, I sort of decided I wanted to really be a composer. And I think that was... That 
decision came from a lot of different experiences I had, different lessons I had with 
people with different compositional experiences. I was writing a lot of band music at the 
time and a couple of pieces were kind of blowing up and all this and getting played in all 
sorts of places. I decided I wanted to be a composer. And so I ended up pursuing a 
Master's in composition at the University of Georgia. And then I am going to begin a 
DMA this fall at the University of Miami, so I'm going to start working.  
 
BJ [00:04:09] I'm so sorry. There is a pigeon outside my window. She's freaking out. So 
you're ready to start that journey. Will your Doctorate be in composition?  
 
KD [00:04:25] Yes. DMA in composition at the University of Miami Frost, School of 
Music. I am super excited.  
 
BJ [00:04:31] That's going to be intense.  
 
KD [00:04:34] I'm looking forward to it. It is the last piece I need. The last piece of the 
puzzle. So, yeah.  
 
BJ [00:04:40] Do you see yourself doing any teaching alongside your writing, you think, 
in the future?  
 
KD [00:04:45] Definitely. I'm already kind of doing that now as far as like I'm teaching, 
like the last couple of years I've been teaching hear training classes here at Georgia. So 
I've been getting some teaching experience here. I'll get a little bit more teaching 
experience in Miami. And the goal is I want to be a composition professor, hopefully, and 
do that while I'm still composing and sort of have those two things be hand in hand.  
 
BJ [00:05:10] That's awesome. So this is off track of my questioning. But I'm curious, 
what part of Texas did you grow up in?  
 
KD [00:05:16] I grew up in a town called Arlington, you know, where the Cowboys and 
Rangers are.  
 
BJ [00:05:22] I taught in San Antonio for about six years and enjoyed a little bit down in 
South Texas, it was fine. Hot and humid. But yeah, I mean, it's a great place to teach 
band, you know, the programs are just great, so... Well, what, if you have one, I guess, 
what is your favorite instrument or ensemble to write for?  
 
KD [00:05:45] I think my favorite group to write for is band. I think instruments in that 
low brass low reads, I'm a low brass player of course, so like contrabassoon, tuba, bass, 
clarinet, that kind of stuff.  
 
BJ [00:06:03] Yeah. OK, very cool. So, my project is really about trying to develop a sort 
of tool kit for performers when they approach something that's lyrical. And what are the 
reasons that I really like... I used your piece as one of our sort of study elements with that. 
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And we recorded it. They did a beautiful job playing it, so I'll send you a link for it. 
Unfortunately, of course it was never publicly performed, but I used it as a part of my 
lecture recital, so I did a presentation and submitted that to my committee. I hope to 
maybe turn it into a clinic at some point too. But this piece was so, it is so beautifully 
written, and hearing you talk about how you learned sort of your initial compositional 
techniques from your dad, I see that in this piece because I can see the melody and then I 
can see when you bring in a new supporting part and it just sort of kind of builds from 
this one very simple melody of just half notes and quarter. I mean, it's really cool the way 
that that comes together. So I'm curious, like, how do you write a melody initially and 
how... Well, start there and then I have a follow-up to that to.  
 
KD [00:07:24] Yeah, well, I think with A Hymn for Peace, that is actually an 
orchestration, but also an expansion of a piano piece that I had written.  
 
BJ [00:07:36] Yeah, I saw you played it on YouTube. Before I actually found this, you 
know, the band arrangement too.  
 
KD [00:07:45] Yeah. And so I think with that piece in particular, any time I'm writing a 
piece I'll just say... I think melody sometimes is not the first thing that comes to me. 
Sometimes it's chords. And I think that was definitely the case for this piece where I had 
the chord idea from the piano piece and then the melodies that came from that were just 
things... I just sometimes like to sit at the piano and I'll play around with different sounds 
and different combinations of melodic ideas until I find the melody that I think sounds 
the most comparable to the progression. And so that's sort of where all these different 
melodies from A Hymn for Peace kind of came from was me sort of toying around with 
different ideas on the piano.  
 
BJ [00:08:29] OK, so. This isn't the aside that I had. I keep looking over here because I 
have my questions written. Talking about the harmonic progression just a little bit. How 
do you think the harmonic progression informs the phrasing of a melody?  
 
KD [00:08:51] Hmmm, I think with this piece, the progression is built in such a way that 
it's a round where it can be repeated and it doesn't quite resolve to anything. There isn't a 
tonic to dominant resolution necessarily. But it's a thing that is a round. And as this 
progression keeps repeating, I think that opens the door for the melodies to take place. 
And then as far as the phrasing, I think it works... Since it's only like four chords per 
phrase, like it's basically two big chunks that are together. So you have the A and then the 
B and this constantly is evolving. So I think that definitely has a play into the progression 
because if the progression resolves, if it wasn't that, then I think the phrasing would be 
different. I think it depends on how you construct it.  
 
BJ [00:09:52] Yeah. So is it important to you that a performer be able to interpret a 
melody the way that you really expect it to be played? Because and I say that because... 
and I've got the score here. You know when I look at. You know, the first time... Well, 
every time the band plays the main... What I call the main melody, the half quarter, half 
quarter melody that... There is no expressive writing around the notes, so I know that 
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what I'm trying to get students to do -or performers, I'm trying to call them not students,- 
but is how do you take something that doesn't have explicit instructions from the 
composer and make artful decisions with that? Because I feel like a lot of times their 
performance, if they read something like that, is very flat. And I think especially in an 
ensemble setting, even really talented players that we have at the college level are 
sometimes either afraid to or they don't do enough shaping because they don't feel 
comfortable with that. So I'm trying to say, here's 10 options for whatever and let's go 
through those 10 options and see what works and knowing that little bit of a mechanical 
way of doing it, but if it leads them to making better choices, that's kind of what I'm 
hoping for. So I'm just curious, like when you wrote that melody. Obviously, you don't 
hear it like this. So how do you feel about interpretation of performers on something like 
that?  
 
KD [00:11:27] I like to give the performers less instructions sometimes so that I don't 
necessarily get in the way of their musical decisions. I think performers innately have a 
sense of what they want to do in this interpretation, and I'm open to that interpretation. So 
sometimes I will give less information just so that whatever the interpretation of that 
ensemble is, it's sort of a unique... It'll be an interpretation unique to that ensemble or to 
those players. So I love it when players can sort of take the initiative and create their own 
kind of phrasing with that or their own musical choices as far as how to interpret things.  
 
BJ [00:12:11] Cool, yeah, I think a lot of composers, especially contemporary composers 
in our genre, kind of like... One of the other pieces that we looked at, has so many 
expressive markings that it kind of puts you, like, you have to do it this way. You know, 
it's like you either have to do it this way or you're going to kind of go against the 
expectation of the composer, which isn't, I don't think, always a bad thing. I mean, if you 
can justify your decision making, then I think that makes sense. But I like how on the 
opposite end of the spectrum, you said, "here's a beautiful melody, I trust you to make 
music out of it". And I think that's kind of a great way. And so what I'm trying to do is 
help them to develop tools to make that phrase musical without just kind of retreating 
into themselves and going, "I'm not sure what to do. So I'm just going to play the piano", 
Let's see, kind of leading from that, how do you decide when to really include expressive 
markings and when to leave them out?  
 
KD [00:13:16] Yeah, I think for me, it's definitely like... If I have them in there, it's for a 
specific purpose, like if it's to reach, like, the apex of the piece, like if it's getting to a 
point and I really want that there, then I'll put things in there to make it, like, to where 
you see the build, where you see this is where it's going. So I usually use that for 
direction. If I use like expressive markings, it's really more of a direction as opposed to... 
Once again, I'm putting the piece in the performer's hands and letting them sort of take it 
and run with it. But if it's for a specific purpose, that's when I'll sort of be more like hands 
on it and say, OK, this is where we're going, like really lean into that.  
 
BJ [00:14:08] OK, so I'm curious what it's like when you listen to a group perform one of 




KD [00:14:15] It's always telling, you know, it's really... Because sometimes like the 
sound I hear on MIDI or the sound I hear, like in my head, it's completely different than 
when it's with people. So as a composer, I think that's what you want. You want to hear 
what your work sounds like in real time with real musicians, because that'll just tell you a 
whole lot about... Maybe things that worked or didn't work. Or sometimes what I've 
learned with like ensembles playing my music is like there's nuances that I would have 
never heard or that I just get lost in MIDI or get lost... You get to hear in real time. It's 
just like "I didn't even know that was there. That just came out with texture". And you 
don't notice things until it's played. So it's always a treat. It's always a treat to get to hear 
your music outside of the computer world.  
 
BJ [00:15:08] Have you ever heard a group performing and go, oh, why would they play 
that phrase that way?  
 
KD [00:15:20] No, it's not really phrasing stuff. Any time where I've kind of wince or 
just been like what the heck has been... because of tempo. That's been a thing with me. 
It's like sometimes I'll have tempos for certain things, not for A Hymn for Peace, but like 
for other pieces of mine where they'll have to take it too fast. And I'm just like, OK, well 
that's way too fast. Or they'll take it a little under tempo. I'm just like OK, that doesn’t 
work. So for me it's tempo. I think that's when I get frustrated a little bit. But phrasing, 
no, I've never had that kind of be a thing.  
 
BJ [00:15:52] So, we talked about how this started as a piece for piano and I'm just 
curious a little bit about what inspired you to transfer it to the wind band and how does it 
go from, you know, three or four or five notes at a time to a full score, for the whole 
group?  
 
KD [00:16:16] So, yeah, I wanted to orchestrate this piece... If you know anything about 
the piano piece, the piano piece was written during a very difficult time in my life, I 
think, where I almost just walked away from music altogether. I'm glad I didn't, now, in 
retrospect. But being that was a piece that's so personal, I wanted to sort of orchestrate it 
to dedicate to the two people who really helped me get out of the headspace I was in at 
that time. And so both of them are like the band mom and dad. Basically, you have those 
like parents who are like dedicated to the band and everyone knows them and loves them. 
That's what this couple was and are to the TCU Band. So I decided to talk to Mr. Francis 
about it, and I was like, is there any way I can orchestrate this for them? And he thought 
it was a great idea. And so that's how it all happened, I wanted to write a piece in 
dedication to them, since they were really the ones who helped me get out of the funk that 
I was in at that time. But going from a piano piece to a full band piece, it actually wasn't 
as hard to make it happen initially, as far as transferring the notes, the hard part was 
expanding, I think, like expanding the musical ideas and like the saxophone solo. What I 
wanted that to mean and what I wanted that to say. And then getting back to the 
beginning somehow and just the process of figuring out where to go, I think was the 
hardest part, not necessarily the orchestration, but the direction of how I wanted to 




BJ [00:17:54] Yeah. Something that came up in my mind while you were talking and 
probably this is what happens when you get old, you start to lose things, you know, you 
think of something.... Oh, yeah, I know what I was going to say. So, yeah, I read the 
program notes that you included that sort of shared a little bit about your personal 
experience behind that and actually talked about that with the students. And we let that 
sort of inform their decision making too as we played that. But I think what really, to me, 
makes this piece so interesting is the way that you take that same melody and as it repeats 
there, these new countermelodies that join that are so unique and can sort of stand on 
their own. So I guess, we were constantly kind of discussing with the ensemble. Which 
one's more important at this point? Is it the one that we've heard over and over? Is it the 
new one that's in just like the oboe and the tenor sax and the bassoon? Or is it the other 
new one that's happening in the French horns and the euphonium or something like that? 
And it lends itself really well to talk about things like shaping with contour, because 
those 8 notes moving lines, you don't really use the rhythm to shape that because it's the 
same rhythm over and over, but you can use the contours of the line. Perhaps the main 
melody has just two, simple 8th notes. So we kind of shaped everything towards those 8 
notes and then pulled away from those. But it was really a lot of fun to really dig in and 
play the piece. And it was great for them too, you probably remember, they had just 
played Havana for the campaign concert.  
 
KD [00:19:36] Yeah. Awesome.  
 
BJ [00:19:38] Completely like the other side of your writing, too, I mean, because that's 
fast and furious and nuts at times. And this was just so calming. And I think a lot of them, 
it really resonated with them because just after the year that we had, trying to survive 
college and being in that place of are we going to get through this? Sort of situation. I 
think what the piece said to them, you know, I think what you talked about earlier and 
what you mentioned in the notes, it's really, you know, it really is connecting. So I 
think....  
 
KD [00:20:11] That's really great to hear and it's really nice.  
 
BJ [00:20:15] Well, those are all the questions that I have. I really appreciate your time. 
What I plan to do is sort of as I... I Wanted to get some thoughts from you, because when 
I sort of conclude my study, I wanted to sort of be able to refer back to the creative 
process. And I like... I like hearing you say that you're definitely open and you're leaving 
things open for the performers, because sometimes I think as performers and conductors, 
we go, well, are we doing the right thing here? Are we servicing this piece appropriately? 
And I think hearing that, at least from you, I mean, it does provide some justification that 
it is OK to go in there and to ... your own and trying to guide students to do that is 
something that means something to me. I'm doing my degree at UK, and when I started 
with the wind ensemble at UK last year, I realized there were doctoral students in the 
ensemble and we're struggling, you know, we were playing the Magnum Mysterium, the 
Bob Reynolds transcription. You know, on its shell, it's so simple, right? It looks so easy. 
It is so incredibly hard. But they struggled to make a really beautiful phrase. And I 
thought, gosh, if they are, I'm sure everybody is, all the undergrads and the high school 
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kids and all of that. So that's kind of what led me on this. Well, I appreciate your time and 
I hope that, like I said, I'd like to turn this into a clinic. And if I do, this piece is so perfect 
because it really does demonstrate a lot of the things like the countermelodies and the 
shaping and all that that work really well. So if that happens, I'd love to be able to 
continue to use this as I talk to people. We can stay in touch and connect, if that's going 
to happen. Eventually, I'd like to bring it to a national level. I want to work it out. I'm 
going to do couple of state conferences, but then I'd like to submit it into like either TBA 
or Midwest or something like that to move toward the national stage. So. Well, you're 
starting school in the fall? 
 
KD [00:22:24] Yeah, I'm going to be... Well, because I graduated from Georgia in May 
and then I'm moving down to Miami in June and start in August, so things are just going 
to keep moving right along. It'll be four years. And so, you know...  
 
BJ [00:22:38] My advice to you is choose a topic for your dissertation early. And write in 
chunks because I didn't do that and this last like three or four months has been insane. So, 
yeah, that's what I would pass on to you. We'll take care of you. Go back to your day. 
And it was great to meet you. And I really do appreciate it.  
 
KD [00:23:00] Good to meet you as well. You take care.  
 
BJ [00:23:02] All right. See you later.  
 





APPENDIX 3. ENSEMBLE SURVEY RESULTS 
Upon the completion of the performance of Kevin Day’s A Hymn for Peace and Eric 
Whitacre’s Goodnight Moon, the members of the Murray State University Wind 
Ensemble were given a short survey to inform the author about their experience with the 
techniques described in this paper. The total membership of the ensemble is 48 performs 
and 41 completed the survey with a return rate of 85%. For each item in the survey, the 
performers selected from: Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree. 
The following is an overview of the performers’ responses:  
 



















































Please provide any other feedback you feel will help the author of this study based on 
your experiences throughout the preparation of A Hymn for Peace and Goodnight Moon. 
 
 
Response 1 of 13 
 
“I’ve been working in lessons with my solos on how to make them more musical and 
unique, so I like how we put focus on that in ensemble because I usually have not thought 
too much about that until someone mentions that we should focus on the musicality.” 
 
Response 2 of 13 
 
“I loved the level of detail Mr. Johnson provided to the ensemble.” 
 
Response 3 of 13 
 
“I usually dread slow songs because as a Tuba player I just play a ton of whole notes. 
Learning about all of the other parts and how everything comes together made it much 
more interesting and I realized there is shaping that even has to happen when you’re 
playing whole notes the entire time.” 
 
Response 4 of 13 
 
“I like having a say in the musical decisions that are being made.” 
 
Response 5 of 13 
 
“Both of these pieces are very beautiful and I feel more connected to what the composer 
was trying to create.” 
 
Response 6 of 13 
 
“I’m glad the percussion was considered throughout rehearsal.” 
 
Response 7 of 13 
 
“The depth of detail about each phrase was something I never experienced before. It felt 
tedious at first but the performance quality more than made up for that.” 
 
Response 8 of 13 
 





Response 9 of 13 
 
“I hope I can use some of these techniques in my own teaching someday. I would like my 
own bands to learn how to play with artistic phrases in mind.” 
 
Response 10 of 13 
 
“I prefer faster flashy pieces to play but these songs were really beautiful and I think I 
will like listening back to them.” 
 
Response 11 of 13 
 
“I think I hear about these ideas a lot in my private lessons but I don’t always feel the 
freedom to make artistic decisions in an ensemble. I like the focus on this want to do this 
more often.” 
 
Response 12 of 13 
 
“Sometimes we percussionists get left out when band directors talk about phrasing but I 
think Mr. Johnson did a good job of making our parts part of the discussion.” 
 
Response 13 of 13 
 




COMPREHENSIVE CONDUCTING RECITAL 1 
University of Kentucky Symphony Band and Wind Symphony 





Transcendent Journey (2010)     Rossano Galante (b. 1967) 
University of Kentucky Symphony Band, October 14, 2019 
 
Perseus, A Hero’s Quest in the Heavens (2005)  Satoshi Yagisawa (b. 1975) 
  University of Kentucky Symphony Band, November 17, 2019 
 
Danza Final (1941/1965)     Alberto Ginastera (1916-1983) trans. David John 
University of Kentucky Wind Symphony, February 1, 2020 
 
O Magnum Mysterium (1994/2003)     Morten Lauridsen (b. 1943) trans. H. R. Reynolds 









Transcendent Journey – Rossano Galante 
With the first sounds of Transcendent Journey, I wanted to create a big, powerful, 
exhilarating chord that would grab the listener right away. The introduction is the 
beginning our "journey" and gives a melodic hint, stated by horns, to the heroic main 
theme. The main theme should evoke not only the heroic quality of the melody, but also 
its beauty. This was suited perfectly for the trumpets. The listener should feel as though 
they can accomplish anything, no matter how challenging. I feel this is a melody that 
transcends all my others. The same theme is then stated in the horns and woodwinds, 
accompanied with rhythmic hits by the rest of the ensemble creating a stalwart sound. 
Then a short B section is introduced, performed by piccolo and oboe with delicate 
accompaniment. Note the light relaxed feeling of joy in this section in contrast to the 
heroic material in the opening. 
Following the B section, the main theme returns, this time played by flutes, capturing the 
sensitive aspects of the heroic theme. We now move into the slower section of the 
composition. This warm melody is almost wistful with a sad, yearning quality. It is 
repeated three times, each getting stronger, emotional and very climactic. 
The final section is a fast-paced version of the introduction that includes extensive 
percussion and woodwind ostinati. Exhilaration and achievement is what I am trying to 
convey here. We finally complete our "journey" with a slower, grand statement of the 
main theme performed by trumpets and trombones. The piece ends with tutti ensemble 
bringing the "transcendent journey" to an end.81 
 
Perseus, A Hero’s Quest in the Heavens – Satoshi Yagisawa 
This work was composed in December 2005 for the Kyoto Prefectural Momoyama 
Senior High School Wind Band, which is one of the bands that Satoshi Yagisawa has 
engaged a good relationship with since his debut. The band director, Toshio Yasuhara, 
and his students love chorales very much. They traditionally put original lyrics to the 
music they perform every summer and sing along, thus creating a warm atmosphere. 
The composer was asked to write a work that would make the most of this singing 
tradition, and to use a dreamy theme related to space or stars. He chose Perseus as a 
theme. This famous Greek hero saved Princess Andromeda, who was to be sacrificed to 
the sea monster Kraken. Satoshi Yagisawa was inspired by the movie Clash of the 
Titans, directed by Desmond Davis and produced in the UK in 1981. He hopes that many 
bands will enjoy the dramatic music.82 
                                                 
81 Rossano Galante, Transcendent Journey (New York: Associated Music 
Publishers, 2010). 




Danza Final (malambo) from the ballet ‘Estancia’ – Alberto Ginastera, trans. David 
John 
 
An estancia is a large Argentinian cattle ranch. In his ballet Estancia, Alberto Ginastera 
depicts the hustle and bustle of a busy day on an estancia. The story is centered around a 
love triangle between a city boy who falls in love with a beautiful ranch girl. 
Unfortunately, she dismisses him as unworthy in comparison to the other more masculine 
gauchos (horsemen) who work on her father’s estancia. However, the city boy follows 
her to the ranch, determined to prove himself.  
 
A malambo is a quick and vigorous Argentinean folk dance in which male dancers 
compete to demonstrate their agility and machismo. The dance itself is a series of 
“anything you can do, I can do better” moments after which the “winner” is the last man 
standing. In the final movement of Ginastera’s ballet, Ginastera utilizes the malambo in 
Danza Final to present the city boy competing with the gauchos for the heart of his 
beloved ranch girl.83  
 
O Magnum Mysterium – Morten Lauridsen, trans. H. Robert Reynolds 
Morten Lauridsen’s choral setting of O Magnum Mysterium (O Great Mystery) has 
become one of the world’s most performed and recorded compositions since its 1994 
premiere by the Los Angeles Master Chorale conducted by Paul Salamunovich. The work 
was commissioned by Marshall Rutter in honor of his wife Terry Knowles.  
About his setting, Morten Lauridsen writes: "For centuries, composers have been inspired 
by the beautiful O Magnum Mysterium text with its depiction of the birth of the newborn 
king amongst lowly animals and shepherds. This affirmation of God’s grace to the meek 
and the adoration of the Blessed Virgin are celebrated in my setting through a quiet song 
of profound inner joy." 
Recordings of Lauridsen’s music have received numerous GRAMMY nominations, and 
the composer was a 2007 recipient of the National Medal of Arts. H. Robert Reynolds 
arranged the symphonic wind version of this popular work with the approval and 
appreciation of the composer. 
O Magnum Mysterium 
O magnum mysterium  
et admirabile sacramentum  
ut animalia viderent Dominum  
natum jacetum in praesepio!  
Beata Virgo, cujus viscera  
                                                 
83 Alberto Ginastera, Danza Final, Transcribed by David John (New York: 
Boosey & Hawkes, 1966). 
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meruerunt portare  
Dominum Christum. Alleluia!  
0 great mystery,  
and wondrous sacrament 
that animals should see the new- 
born Lord, lying in their manger!  
Blessed is the Virgin whose womb 
was worthy to bear the 
Lord Jesus Christ. Alleluia!84
                                                 
84 Catharine Sinon Bushan, O Magnum Mysterium, Wind Repertory Project, 
accessed April 30, 2021, https://www.windrep.org/O_Magnum_Mysterium. 
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COMPREHENSIVE CONDUCTING RECITAL 2 
Murray State University Symphonic Band and Wind Ensemble 




Scenes from the Louvre (1966)           Norman Dello Joio (1913-2008) 
Murray State University Symphonic Band, October 4, 2020 
 
Chasing Sunlight (2017)            Cait Nishimura (b. 1991) 
Murray State University Symphonic Band, October 4, 2020 
 
Tears of St. Lawrence (2014)              Aaron Perrine (b. 1979) 
  Murray State University Symphonic Band, November 15, 2020 
 
Reckoning (2014)      Michael Markowski (b. 1986) 
Murray State University Symphonic Band, November 15, 2020 
 
Steampunk Suite (2016)               Erika Svanoe (b. 1976) 
Murray State University Wind Ensemble, February 9, 2021 
 
The Free Lance March (1904/1998)      John Philip Sousa (1854-1932) ed. Loras Schissal 




Scenes from the Louvre – Norman Dello Joio 
Scenes from "The Louvre" comes from a 1964 television documentary produced by 
NBC News called A Golden Prison: The Louvre, for which Dello Joio provided the 
soundtrack. The documentary tells the history of the Louvre and its world-class collection 
of art, which is in many ways inseparable from the history of France.  
Dello Joio chose to use the music of Renaissance-era composers in his soundtrack in 
order to match the historical depth of the film. He collected the highlights of this Emmy-
winning score into a five-movement suite for band in 1965. The first 
movement, Portals, is the title music from the documentary, and it consists entirely of 
Dello Joio’s original material, complete with strident rhythms and bold 20th-century 
harmony. The second movement, Children’s Gallery, never actually appears in the film. 
It is a light-hearted theme and variations of Tielman Susato’s Ronde et Saltarelle. The 
stately third movement is based on themes by Louis XIV’s court composer, Jean-Baptiste 
Lully, and is aptly titled The Kings of France. Movement four, The Nativity 
Paintings, uses the medieval theme In Dulci Jubilo. The Finale uses the Cestiliche 
Sonata of Vincenzo Albrici as its source material, to which Dello Joio adds his own 
harmonic flavor, particularly in the final passages of the piece.85 
 
Chasing Sunlight – Cait Nishimura 
Chasing Sunlight was inspired by the experience of driving west into the setting sun, as if 
trying to keep up with the earth's rotation to catch the last few rays of light before dusk. 
The steady eighth note motif throughout the piece represents this sense of urgency, while 
the soaring, lyrical themes depict the warmth and radiance of the sun low in the sky. 
Just as the sun will always set, humans must accept the impermanence of all things in life 
and make the most of every opportunity before it has passed. Chasing Sunlight also 
represents the ongoing pursuit of these opportunities.86 
 
Tears of St. Lawrence – Aaron Perrine 
Early last summer, my then five-year-old daughter became very interested in astronomy. 
She read every book in the library on the topic and became obsessed with the idea of 
seeing a falling star. After scanning the night sky for a few months with no success, she 
began to give up hope. Fortunately for all of us, the annual Perseids meteor shower—
often referred to as the “Tears of St. Lawrence”—was quickly approaching. One clear 
                                                 
85 Norman Dello Joio, Scenes from the Louvre (New York: Edward B. Marks 
Music Company). 
86 Cait Nishimura, Chasing Sunlight (Toronto: Cait Nishimura Music, 2017). 
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mid-August night, I woke my daughter a bit after midnight. Without telling her what was 
to come, we quietly made our way outside. After anxiously waiting for what felt like 
forever, we saw our first falling star together! In addition to the obvious sense of 
excitement, however, I couldn’t help but feel a bit nostalgic, because I knew that in a few 
short weeks, my daughter would be going to school for the first time. As we watched the 
stars, we took turns telling stories as we wondered what the next year would bring. Two 
hours and countless meteors later, I finally convinced my daughter to return to bed. Tears 
of St. Lawrence was inspired by the variety of emotions experienced during that 
memorable night.87 
 
Reckoning – Michael Markowski 
Reckoning began as a musical underdog story: an unlikely hero's determination to right 
certain wrongs that had been brought upon him or her in the past and that hero's ambition 
to prove that they are "a force to be reckoned with." I often liken it to a David and 
Goliath type of story: small versus big, poor versus rich. For example, the piece opens in 
a dark and oppressive world full of despair and anguish, but from within that darkness 
comes a very beautiful, very fragile, very hopeful oboe solo. However, this hope quickly 
transforms into a more active, kinetic energy -- a musical uprising. Several families of 
instruments join the dialogue, voicing their grievances, adding to the collective 
resistance. By measure 90, the ensemble fully pledges their allegiance as a more majestic 
and heroic French horn theme ascends to the fore, literally rising quarter note by quarter 
note above the anxious eighth-note theme. From here, they plot their next move. But will 
it be enough? 
Reckoning was commissioned by the Florida Bandmasters Association for the 2017 All-
State Concert Band. It was premiered on January 14, 2017, in Tampa, Florida, conducted 
by Captain Shanti C. Simon.88 
 
Steampunk Suite – Erika Svanoe 
“Steampunk” refers to a subgenre of science fiction and sometimes fantasy that 
incorporates technology and aesthetic designs inspired by 19th-century industrial steam-
powered machinery. It places an emphasis on steam- or spring-propelled gadgets. The 
most common historical steampunk settings are often set in the Victorian era, but in an 
alternative history where technology employs steam power. It may, therefore, be 
described as neoVictorian. Steampunk features retro-futuristic inventions as people in the 
19th century might have envisioned them, and is likewise rooted in the era’s perspective 
on fashion, culture, architectural style, and art. Such technology may include fictional 
machines like those found in the works of H. G. Wells and Jules Verne. 
                                                 
87 Aaron Perrine, Tears of St. Lawrence (Mt.Vernon: Longitude 91 Publications). 
88 Michael Markowski, Reckoning (New York: Markowski Creative). 
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Steampunk Suite attempts to depict various scenes that take place in a fictional alternate 
history that features notable people alive in the Victorian era, including Charles Ives, 
Marie Curie, H.G. Wells, Jules Verne, P.T. Barnum and Nikola Tesla. It borrows from 
popular music of the era, including the cakewalk, march, waltz, and the song “Daisy 
Bell.” These are combined with sounds of clockwork and imagined steam technology. It 
also borrows various musical elements from numerous composers of time, including Ives, 
Sousa, Satie, Karl King, Stravinsky, and Weill, with some Khachaturian and Danny 
Elfman thrown in for good measure. This piece has been transcribed for wind ensemble 
from the original chamber work Steampunk Scenes by the composer.89 
The Free Lance March – John Philip Sousa, arr. Loras Schissal 
“The Free Lance” march, taken from Sousa’s operetta of the same name, has a lengthy 
and unorthodox construction when compared with most other Sousa marches. There were 
so many spirited march tunes in the operetta that perhaps Sousa felt obligated to include 
most of them when piecing together the march. Actually, there were enough for two 
separate marches. 
The “free lance” of the operetta was Sigmund Lump, a clever goatherd who hired himself 
out as a mercenary leader to two opposing armies, maneuvered his forces so that neither 
side could win, and then declared himself emperor of both nations.  
The trio of the march corresponds to the song “On to Victory” in the operetta, and some 
editions of the march were published under that title.90 
89 Erika Svanoe, Steampunk Suite (Minneapolis: Swan Maiden Press, 2017). 




Murray State University Wind Ensemble 
Murray State University, Performing Arts Hall, Thursday, March 11, 2021 
PROGRAM: 
A Hymn For Peace (2017)   Kevin Day (b. 1996) 
A Hymn for Peace was composed in 2017 and is based on my piano composition, 
Breathe. I wrote the composition during a very difficult time in my life. I was battling 
severe mental health issues, was struggling in university, and at that time, my life seemed 
like it had no direction and I was losing myself. However, two individuals who were 
there to give me hope were Debbie and Mark Alenius. Through many different instances, 
they helped me gain a sense of belonging and hope, and truly have been a blessing to me. 
This is why I have chosen to dedicate the piece to them. A Hymn for Peace is literally 
what the title portrays. For anyone going through a difficult time, I hope that this work 
gives you the strength to continue and ultimately, give you peace. There is light at the end 
of the tunnel.91 
Goodnight Moon (2019)           Eric Whitacre (b. 1970) arr. Michael Markowski 
 “Over the past few years I must have read Goodnight Moon to my son a thousand times - 
maybe more. Somewhere around reading number 500, I began hearing little musical 
fragments as I read, and over time those fragments began to blossom into a simple, sweet 
lullaby. I knew it was a long shot, but I asked my manager, Claire Long, to contact 
HarperCollins and see if they would allow the text to be set to music. To my surprise and 
delight they agreed - the first time they had ever allowed Goodnight Moon to be used in 
such a way. I composed the piece relatively quickly, originally setting the text for harp, 
string orchestra, and my son's mother, soprano Hila Plitmann. 
I later arranged Goodnight Moon for SATB choir and piano. More recently, my dear 
friend Verena Mösenbichler-Bryant arranged the piece for wind ensemble and soloist. 
The melody of Goodnight Moonwill forever make me think of those quiet nights, reading 
my son to sleep.”92 
91 Kevin Day, A Hymn for Peace (Cleveland: Murphy Music Press, 2017). 
92 Eric Whitacre, “Goodnight Moon,” Eric Whitacre: Composer, Conductor, 
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